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A continuous deformation algorithm on the product space oE unit sim-

plices

by

T.M. Doup and A.J.J. Talman

Abstract

A continuous deformation algorithm is introduced on S x[l,m),
where S denotes the product space of unit simplices, with arbitrary grid

refinement between two subsequent levels. The set S x[l,m) is triangir
lated in such a way that for each m, m- 1,2,..., S x{m} is triangula-

ted by the so-called V-[riangulation. The algorithm starts by applying a

variable dimension algorithm on S until an approximating símplex has
been found on level 1. Then the algorithm follows a path of approxima-

ting simplices in S x[1,W), starting on level 1, until a certain level

or a certain accuracy of a solution of the underlying problem has been

reached. If the algorithm returns to level 1, then we again apply the

variable dimension algorithm until a new approximating simplex is found

on level 1, etc. We allow solutions to lie on the boundary of S x[l,m)

in which case the algorithm, in general, will follow a path on the boun-

dary of S x (l,m).

Keywords: triangulation, continuous deformatíon, homotopy, equílíbrium
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1. Introduction

To compute equilibria or fixed points on the unit simplex Sn -
{x E R~1IE~1 xi - 1, xi ~ 0, i- 1,...,n-HI} several simplicial algo-
rithms have been developed. In a simplicial subdivision of Sn into n-
dimensíonal simplices such an algorithm searches for an n-simplex which
yields an approximate solution. If the approximation ís not good enough
the simplicial subdivision is refined in the hope that the approximate

solution found for the new subdivision is better, etc. The so-called
varíable dimension restart simplicial algorithms can start anywhere and
find for a given simplicial subdivision within a finite number of steps
an approximate solution by generating a sequence of adjacent simplices
of varying dímension of the simplicial subdivision. If necessary these
algorithms can be restarted in or close to the last found approximation
for a finer subdívision to find a better one. The several variable di-
mension restart simplícial algorithms developed thusfar differ from each
other by the underlying triangulation or simplicial subdivision of Sn
and the number of rays along which the arbitrarily chosen starting point
can be left. Simplicial algorithms with ntl rays were introduced for the
well known Q-triangulation of Sn in van der Laan and Talman [10], for
the U-triangulation of the affine hull of Sn in van der Laan and Talman
[11] and for the so-called V-triangulation of Sn in Doup and Talman [1].
Although the U-triangulation does not simplicially subdivide Sn itself
this triangulation seems to be both in theory and in prac[ice better
than the Q-triangulation. The V-triangulation differs from both the U-
and the Q-triangulation since it depends on the arbitrarily chosen star-
ting point of the algorithm. In some way the V-triangulation is related
to the K'-triangulation of Rn oríginally proposed in Todd [17). An algo-
rithm with 2~1-2 rays was recently proposed in Doup, van der Laan and
Talman [2]. In this algorithm the V-triangulation underlies Che algo-
rithm. The other two triangulations do not seem to be appropriate for
this algorithm with more than n-il rays.

In van der Laan and Talman [13] the (rrFl)-ray algorithm for both
the Q- and U-triangulation has been generalízed in order to compute
equilibria or fixed points on the product space of several, say N, unít
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n
simplices S j, j- 1,...,N. This algorithm has EN (n tl) rays to leave~-1 j
the arbitrarily chosen starting point in S, one ray to each facet of S.

Recently, Doup and Talman [1] introduced such an algorithm on S for the

V-triangulation, generalized for S, with n~~l(njtl) rays, one to each

vertex of S. When applied for N- 1, nl ~ n, both algorithms simplify to

the above mentioned algorithms on Sn with n-F1 rays.

Instead of restarting a variable dímension simplicial algorithm
on Sn, as soon as an approximating solution has been found, one can also
continue the algorithm with the simplex yielding the approximating solu-
tion by embedding Sn into the set Sn x[l,m). This set is triangulated
in such a way that for each m, m- 1,2,..., Sn is triangulated on level
m with mesh tending to zero if m goes to infinity. In this way a path of
adjacent (nF.l)-simplices of the triangulation of Sn x[1,~) is generated
such that each generated simplex yields an approximate solution. Under
some boundary condition, guaranteeing that the algorithm can not termi-
nate in the boundary of Sn x[l,m), such an algoríthm will exceed each
level m, m~ 1,2,..., within a finite number of steps. As soon as some
accuracy for the approximation is reached the algorithm can be stopped.
Such algorithms are called homotopy or contínuous deformation algorithms
and were initiated in [4] for problems on Sn and in (5] on Rn. However,
the triangulation used in the latter algorithm only allows for a grid
refinement between two subsequent levels of at most two. Arbitrary grid
refinement algorithms were developed in van der Laan and Talman [12] and
Shamir [15] for the Q- and U-triangulation. Contínuous deformation algo-
rithms on the product space of more than one unit simplex are thusfar
unknown although both the Q- and the U-triangulation of S allow us to
construct triangulations of S x[1,~). However the system of linear
equations for the Ej~l(n~fl)-ray algorithm is not appropriate for conti-
nuation in S x[l,m) when an approximation has been found on level 1.

In this paper we will show how the recently developed variable
dimension restart algorithm on S described in [1] can be adapted to a
continuous deformation algorithm on S x[l,m) with arbitrary grid re-
finement between two subsequent levels. The triangulation of S x[1,~)
which underlies the algorithm is based on the V-triangulation of S it-
self whereas the sys[em of equations in which the l.p. pivot steps are
made is similar to the system of equations for the cestart algorithm. To
start the algorithm the variable dimension restart algorithm of [1] is
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applied in order to find an approximating simplex in S on level 1. Then
the algorithm generates a path of adjacent approximating simplíces in
S x[l,m) by alternating l.p. pivot steps and replacement steps in the
triangulation. As soon as the algorithm returns to S x{1}, [he restart
algorithm is again applied in order to find a new approximating simplex
in 3 on level I. Then the algorithm continues with [hís simplex in
S x{1} generating again a path of adjacent approximating simplices in
S x[1,~), etc. Since the number of simplices in S x[l,m] is finite Eor
each m, m- 1,2,..., the algorithm must exceed each level m within a
fínite number of steps. The algorithm can be terminated when some accu-
racy is reached or a simplex on some specific level has been generated.
Since we will not assinne that the boundary condition holds for the
underlying equilibrium or fixed point problem, we allow the algorithm to
generate lower dimensional approximating simplices on the boundary of
S x 1~ so that the al orithm will .[,) g generate in general a path of adja-
cent simplices of variable dimension. Restart algorithms on S which
allow for these general type of problems were developed for the Q-trian-
gulation in Freund [7] and in van der Laan, Talman and Van der Heyden
[14], and for the V-triangulation in [1]. The fírst two algorithms
cannot be adapted to a continuous deformation algorithm.

The advantage of a continuous deformation algorithm seems to be
that as soon as an approximating simplex on say level m, m~ 1, is found
more information ís used to find an approximating simplex on level mtl
when compared to a restart algorithm. More precisely a restart algorithm
only uses the information of the approximating solution whereas a conti-
nuation algoríthm uses the information of the whole approximating sim-
plex which includes the function values of the vertices of this simplex.
Although this information might be of little value when the grid size of
the triangulation is large, it could accelerate the algorithm consider-
able when the mesh becomes smaller, especially when the underlying pro-
blem is smooth so that a grid refinement factor of more than two can be
taken between two subsequent levels.

The algorithm presented in this paper can be used to approximate
Nash equilíbria strategy vectors in an N-person noncooperative game.

n. n.Then S- nN g ~ is the strategy space of the game and g~~ j- 1,...,Nj-1
is the strategy space of player j if njfl ís the number of pure strate-
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gies of player j. Another application is the international trade model
(see e.g. van der Laan [9]). Furthermore the homotopy parameter t,

t~ 1, in S x[l,m) can be considered as a time parameter. For example,
the excess demand functions for the different goods in the international
trade model might change contínuously over time and we are interested in
the path of equilibria considered as a function of time (aee e.g. [6]
and (8)). By triangulating S x[l,m) as described in this paper this
path of solutions can be followed. For this application one in general
does not need to refine the grid size on a new level. Although we have
described the triangulation for a sequence of decreasing grid sizes on
the subsequent levels, it will appear that the description of the trian-
gulation is still valid if we take the same grid size on each level.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the
piecewise linear path of points in S x[l,m) followed by the new algo-
rithm. Section 3 reviews the product-ray algorithm on S and describes
therefore how the path is followed in S x{1}. The triangulation of
S x[l,m) and of its boundaries is treated in the sections 4 and 5 res-
pectively. Finally, section 6 gives the steps of the new algorithm in
detail.
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2. The path of points followed by the continuous deformation algorithm

Let S be the product space of N unit simplices, i.e.

N n,
s ~ n s ~

j~l

n .fl
n . n fl ~

where S 3-{pj E R}3 I E pj k- 1}. A vector p in S is denoted by
k-1 ' n.

p-(p1,...,pN) with pj -(pj 1'~~~'pj n i-1)T an element of S ~,
~ ~ ~ n

j E IN -{1,...,N}. Both the k-th component of an element pj ín S ~ and
the (gi-i(nifl) f k)-th component of a vector p in S is therefore de-
noted by pj~k, k- 1,...,njfl, j E IN. For j- 1,...,N, the index set
{(j,l),...,(j,njtl)} is denoted by I(j), where (j,k) denotes the in-
dex Ei-1(nifl) f k, k- 1,...,njtl. Moreover, the set I is the union of

n .fl
I(j) over all j E IN. The (i,h)-th unit vector in nN R ~ is denoted
by e(i,h),(i,h) E I, and we define n- EN n. j-'~-1 j

Now let z be a continuous function from S to R~n satisfying for
all p in S

njtl
P~zj(P) - E Pj kzj~k(P) - 0 for all j E IN.

k-1 '

The nonlinear complementarity problem on S with respect to z is to find
a vector p~ in S such that z(p~) ~ 0. Observe that (2.1) implies that at
such a solution , for all p, pTZ(p~) ~ p~TZ(p~) - 0 so that the nonli-
near complementarity problem (NLCP) on S is to find an outward normal of
z on S, see e.g. Eaves [3]. To solve the nonlinear complementarity pro-
blem on S we embed S in the set S x[1,~) and triangulate S x[1,W) ín
such a way that for an arbitrary sequence kl,k2,... of integers larger
than one, the set S x{m} is triangulated according to the so-called V-
triangulation of S with gcid size dml - k~1d~l, m- 2,3,..., where dl
is an arbitrary chosen positive integer, d11 being the grid size of the
V-triangulation of S on level 1. The V-triangulation of S ís due to Doup
and Talman [1] and is reviewed in section 3. The V-triangulation of
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S x{m} with grid size dml, m~ 1,2,..., induces a simplicial subdivi-
sion of S x[l,m) by triangulating for each m the cell Tm x[m,mfl] in
an appropriate way for each n-dimensional simplex 7m of the V-triangula-
tion of S on level m. This triangulation of S x[l,m) is described in
sec[ion 4. Moreover this triangulation induces a triangulation of the
boundary faces S(U) x[1,~) where for U C I the boundary fece S(U) of S
is defined by

S(U) 3{x E Slxj~k ~ 0, (j,k) E U} .

The triangulation of S(U) x[l,m) is described in detail in section 5.
Let h be the continuous function from S x[l,m) to R~n defined by
h(p,t) - z(p) for all (p,t) in S x[l,m) and let g be the piecewise
linear approximation of h with respect to the underlying triangulation
of S x[1,~). More precisely, let x-(p,t) be an arbitrary point in
S x[1,~) and let a(xl,...,x~l) be an arbitrary k-simplex of the trian-
gulation containing x. Then there exist unique nonnegative numbers

~1'~~~'~kfl summing up to 1 such that

kf 1 i
x ~ E aix .

i-1

Let xi a(pi,ti), then for all i, ti is either equal to m or mfl for
some m, m a 1,2,...,

kf 1 kt 1
p a E aiPi and t~ E J1iti

i~l 1-1

with m c t c mfl. The function g from S x[1,~) to R~n is defined by

kf 1 kfl
8(x) a E aih(xi) ~ E aiz(pi) .

izl i~i
(2.2)

Clearly, g is a piecewise linear function and is independent of the
choices of the simplices in which [he argument lies. The continuous de-
formation algorithm to be described in the rest of this paper will ge-
nerate points x~(p,t) in S x[1,W) such that if t-1
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zj~k(p) ~ max zj~h(P) if pj,k'Vj~k ~ min pi~h~vi~h
( j,h) E I( j) (i,h) E I

and (Z~3)
zj~k(p) ~ max zj~h(P) if pj,k,Vj.k s min pi~h~vi~h

( j,h) E I( j) (i,h) E I

and if t ~ 1

g, k(x) - max g. (x) if x ~ 0
J. (j.h) E I(j) J'h j.k

and

gj~k(x) t max g h(x) if xj~k - 0
(j.h) E I(j) j.

(2.4)

where z is the piecewise linear approximation to z with respect to the
V-triangulation of S on level 1 with grid síze dll and where v is an
arbitrary (interior) point of S being an initial guess of the solution
to the NLCP. In fact, the algorithm is initated at (v,l). As will be
shown in section 6 the points x-(p,t) in S x[1,~) satisfying (2.3) or
(2.4) form, under a nondegeneracy assumption~piecewise linear paths of
points in S x[1,~). Each such p.l. path is either a loop and consists
of a finite niunber of pieces or is a route and consists oE an infinite
nianber of pieces. Exactly one route has the point (v,l) as an end point.
This route exceeds each level m in a finite number oE pieces when the
route is followed by startíng in (v,l). The route leading from (v,l) is
generated by the algorithm and is followed by alternating linear pro-
gramming steps in a system of N~-ntl linear equations induced by (2.3) or
(2.4) and replacement steps in the triangulation of S x[1,~), the
latter yielding a movement from one simplex of the triangulation to an
adjacent one and the first yielding a movement to follow a piece of the
p.l. path in a given simplex. These steps are also described in section
6.

In particular the points on S x{1} satisfying (2.3) form piece-
wise linear paths on level 1. Exactly one of these paths in S x{1}
connects the point (v,l) with a point (pl,l) satisfying (2.4) for t-1
whereas all other paths not being a loop connect two points also satis-
fying (2.4) for tal. Moreover each end point of a p.l. path of points
satisfying (2.3) is an end point of a p.l. path of points in S x[1,~)
satisfying (2.4) unless (v,l) is the end point. In this way the p.l.
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paths of points in S x[1,~) satisfying (2.3) or (2.4) will be linked
together in section 6, yielding one (infinite) p.l. path having (v,l) as
end point and being the path followed by the algorithm. So, starting in
(v,l), the algorithm first generates a piecewise linear path in S x{1}
whose points satísfy (2.3). When an end point (pl,l) ín S x{1} is found
the algorithm continues in S x(l,m) by following the p.l. path of
points satisfying (2.4) initiated in (pl,l). As soon as an end point,
say (p2,1), on level 1 is reached the algorithm continues in S x{I)
with the p.l. path of points satisfying (2.3) having (p2,1) as one end
point until the other end point, (p3,1), of this p.l. path is reached.
Then the algorithm continues again with a p.l. path inS x[l,m) satis-
fying (2.4) having (p3,1) as end point, etc. So, each time the algorithm
returns to S x{1}, it continues with a p.l. path of points in S x{1}
satisfying (2.3), leading to the other end point of that path. Thís end
point ís then also the end point of a p.l. path of points in S x[l,m)
satisfying (2.4). Of course we must show that an end point of a path
in S x{1} is an end point of a path of points satisfying (2.4) for t~l.

In section 3 we describe how a p.l. path of points x~(p,l)
satisfying (2.3) can be followed by alternating pivot steps in a system
of línear equations and replacement steps in the underlying V-triangula-
tíon of S x{1} having grid size dll. In fact, these steps are the steps
of the product-ray algorithm of Doup and Talman [1]. This algorithm was
developed to generate, for a sequence of increasing nianbers dm, points
pm satisfying (2.4) with zm(p) instead of g(x) where zm is the p.l.
approximation to z with respect to the V-tríangulation with grid size
dml and atarting point p~l (p~zv), m- 1,2,... . When the accuracy of
approximation of pm is not good enough the algorithm is restarted in pm
with grid size d~l to find a hopefully better solutíon p~l, etc. In
this paper we need the steps of this algorithm to follow the p.l. path
of points on level 1 satisfying (2.3) leading from (v,l) to a point
(pl,l) satisfying (2.4) and to follow, also on level 1, a p.l. path of
points satisfying (2.3) connecting two points (p2,1) and (p3,1) both
satisfying (2.4). Since each level m is reached by the new algorithm in
a Einite number oE steps, also any a priori given accuracy of approxima-
tion can be reached within a finite number of iterations. More precise-
ly, let e be an arbitrary positive nianber, let 6 be so small that
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max ~Pi h- qi h~ ~ d implies max Izi h(P) - zi h(q)I ~ e
(i,h) E I . ' (i,h) E I . ,

for all p and q in S, and let md be such that the mesh of the V-triangu-
lation of S(on level m) with grid size á1 is smaller than d for allm
m ~ md.

Theorem 2.1. Let e, d and md be as defined above. Let x-(p,t) satisfy
(2.4) with t ~ md. Then, with gj ~ max{zj~h(p)I(j,h) E I(j)}, j E IN, we
have

and

-E ~ sj ~ E j E IN ,

9. - E ~ z. (P) ~ Bj f e if
pj,k

~ 0~ ~,k

zj~k(P) C Sj t e if
Pj,k - 0.

Proof. Let a(xl~~~~~xktl) be a k-simplex in S(U) x[m,mfl) containing
x - (p,t) where

U-{(i,h) E Ilpi h- 0},

and where m~ md is such that m ~ t~ m~l. Then xi is equal to (pi,ti)
with ti equal to m or mtl, i- 1,...,k-P1, and there exist nonnegative
numbers al'~~~'~kfl summing up to one such that x- Eiaixi, i.e.

íp- Eiaip and t - Eiaiti .

Further, let T be an n-simplex of the V-triangulation of S(on level m)
with grid size dmi such that o is contained ín t x[m,mtl]. Clearly, p
and all the pi's lie in r and the diameter of T is less than d since
m~ md. Therefore, for all j C IN

~sj~ - ~P~Bj(x)~ - ~P~íBj(x) - hj(x))~
kf 1

- IP~( E ai[Sj(xi) - hj(x)])I
i-1
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T kf 1 1
s ~Pj( E ai[zj(P )- zj(P)])I ~ E.

i-1

Recall from (2.4) that Sj - maxh gj h(x) - gj~k(x) for all (j,k) for.
which pj~k ~ 0 and from (2.1) that p~hj(x) - 0, for all j E IN.
Furthermore, for all (j,h) E I(j), j E IN, we have that

I zj~h(P) -
Sjl - Izj.h(P) - 8j~h(x)~

kf 1

I E ~i[zj.h(P) - zj~h(P1))~ C E
i~l

if pj~h ~ 0 since then gj - gj~h(x), and that according to (2.4)

z. (P) - B G z (P) - g (x)~,h j j,h j,h

- Ei~i[zj.h(P) - zj~h(P1)) ~ e

if pj h~ 0, which completes the proof.. 0

The theorem implies that for any E~ 0 there ís a level m such that ifE
x a(p,t) is generated by the algorithm with t~ m, then z, (p) ~ eE ,7,h
for all (j,h) E I and moreover zj h(p) ~-E for those (j,h) for which.
Pj h~ 0. We remark that only the product-ray algorithm seer~is to be a.
base of a continuous deformation algorithm on S. This is caused by the
fact that only this algorithm yields an approximation having the same
accuracy (e) for each j. For a detailed discussion on this matter we
refer to [1). In that paper it is also argued that the V-triangulation
(of S) is the only (programmable) triangulation of S which underlies
this algorithm in a natural way. Furthermore, system (2.4) seems to be
the natural way to follow a straight line of zero points of the function
h.
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3. The product-ray algorithm on S

We start by describing the V-triangulation of S(on level 1)
with grid size dll, where dl is an arbitrary positive integer, and with
starting point v. For simplicity we take v as an interior point of S
(see [1] if v líes on the boundary of S).

Let T be a proper subset of the index set I such that t( j) -
ITjI - 1~ 0, j E IN, where Tj is defined by Tj - T n I(j). With
respect to (2.3) the set A(T) i s defined by

A(T) -{P E SI
pj.k,vj.k -

min pi~h~vi~h if (j,k) ~ T} .
(i,h) E I

More precisely, A(T) is the convex hull of the (starting) point v and
the boundary face S(I`T) of S. Each A(T) is subdivided in t-simplices as
follows, where t- ITI - N f 1- Ej-1 t(j) f 1. For j- 1,...,N, let
yj -((j,k~),...,(j,kt(j))) be a permutation of the t(j)tl elements in

N
Tj, let Z~ be given by Z~ -{(j,kQ)}, Z~ - U Z~, Zj - Tj`Z~,

N j-1
Z- U Zj, and let y-(yl,,.~'yN),j-1

Defínition 3.1. Let T be a proper subset of I and let the Yj, Z0, Zj's
and y, Z~, Z be as defined above, then the set A(y) is given by

A(Y) -{x E S~x - v f a(ZO)qY(ZO) f E a(j.k)qY(j.k)~
(j~k) E Z

0 G a(j.kt(j)) ~... t a(j,ki) ~ a~(ZD) t 1, j E IN}

where the (Nfn)-vector qY(Z~) is given by

q~(ZD) ~ Pj(Z~) - vj . j E IN

and where for i- 1,...,t(j), j E IN, qh(j,ki) - 0, h t j, and

q~(j.ki) - Pj({(j.k~).....(j.ki)}) - pj({íj.k~).....(J.ki-1)}).
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where
by

for j E IN the (njtl)-vector pj(Kj), Kj C I(j), Kj ~ ~, is given

v. kí E v )-1
. íj,k) E K.J, (j.h) E Kj j,h J

pj~k(Kj) -

0 , (j,k) É K,.
J

The vector pj(Kj) is the relative projection of vj on the boun-
n

dary of S j. The set A(T) is the union of A(y) over all permutation vec-
tors y of T. The t-dimensional set A(y), t- ITI - N t 1, is triangu-
lated by the collectíon G(y) of t-simplices T(wl,w) with vertices
wl,...,wtfl~ where

i) wl n v f a(ZO) d-1qY(ZO) f E a(j.k)d-19Y(j.k),
1 (j.k) E Z 1

for nonnegative integers a(ZD) and a(j,k),(j,k) E Z, such that for
all j E IN, 0 G a(j,kt(j)) t... t a(j,ki) ~ a(Z~) ~ dl - 1;

ii) w~(wl,...,wt) ie a permutation of the t elements consisting of Z~
and the t-1 elements of Z such that for all i- 1,...,t(j): s~ s'
if a(j.ki) ' a(j.ki-1) where ws ~(j.ki), ws~ ' íj,ki-1) if i~ 1,
and ws, ~ ZG if i~ 1;

iií) wifl ~ wi f d119Y(wi). i~ 1,...t

where qY(Z~) and qY(j,k),(j,k) E Z, are defined as before, and where
a(j,kp) ~ a(Z~) for all j E IN.

The union G(T) of the G(y)'s over all permutation vectors Y of T
is a triangulation of A(T) and the union G of the G(T)'s over all feasi-
ble T induces the V-triangulation of S with grid size dll.

In order to follow the p.l. path from v to an approximate solu-
tion, the product-ray algorithm on S generates for varying T a sequence
of adjacent t-dimensional simplices in A(T) having so-called T-complete
common facets.
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Definition 3.2. Let T be a subset of I with IT ~ ~ 1, j E I. For k-j N
t-l,t, where t- ITI - Ntl, a k-simplex T(wl,,,.,w~l) is T-complete if
the system of linear equations

Ei}1~1(~(li)) } E(i,h) ~ T ui,h(e(p~h)) - Ej-1sj(epJ)) -(i). (3.1)

where e(i,h) denotes the (Ei-1(n.tl)fh) - th unit vector in R~n,
n tl j-1 J

e(j) - Eh~l e(j,h), j E IN, and p is the (Ntn)-dimensional zero vector

in RN}n has a solution a~ ~ 0 i 3 1 ktl ~ ~ 0. i ~ ..... . ui,h . (i,h) ~ T, and
~

sj, j E IN.

~ ~r ~
A solution will be denoted by (~, ,u ,g ). For a T-complete k-simplex

~
with k- t-1 we assume that the system (3.1) has a unique solution (~ ,
~ ~ ~ ~
u,s ), ai ~ 0, i- 1,...,t and ui h~ 0(i,h) ~ T, and that Eor k- t~
the system has a line segment of solutions with at most one variable of

x ~
(a ,u ) equal to zero (Nondegeneracy assumption). Therefore each T-com-
plete (t-1)-símplex in A(T) is a facet of either two T-complete simpli-
ces in A(T) or of one in which case it lies on the boundary of A(T).
If T lies in A(T) and ~ ip- Ei~iw , then according to (3.1) the point p
satisfies (2.3).

1 t in A(T) is com-Definition 3.3. A T-complete (t-1)-simplex T( w ,...,w ),
plete if for all x in T: xi h- 0, (í,h) ~ T..

~Observe that we allow T to be equal [o I. If p- Eiaiwi lies in a com-
plete simplex, then i t satísfies (2.4).

As described in Doup and Talman [lj the T-complete t-simplices
in A(T), T C I, determine sequences of adjacent simplices of varying
dimension such that each path is either a loop or has two end points.
Exactly one end point is the zero-dimensional simplex r(v), whereas all
other end points are complete simplices. Exactly one sequence determines
thereEore a p.l. path of points satisfying ( 2.3) which connects v with a
point satisfying ( 2.4) whereas all other sequences determines p.l. paths
which connect two points satisfying ( 2.4). We will now give the replace-
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ment steps occuring in the algorithm which follows such a path.
Let i(wl,w) be a T-complete t-simplex in G(y) such that the T-

complete facet of r opposite vertex ws, 1 t s t tfl, is a facet of an-
other T-simplex T(wl,w) ín G(y), then T can be obtained from T as given
in table 1, where e(ZG) ~ E~31e(j,k~), ai h- a(i,h), (i,h) E T, and.ai~h a 0 if (i,h) ~ T. The vertex ws is replaced by the new vertex of T.

-1
w

-
w

-
a

s~ 1 1 -1 yw fdl q( wl) (w2,...,wt,w1) afe(wl)

1 C s~ ttl wl ( wl,....ws-2'ws'ws-1~...,wt) a

s~ tfl 1 -1 yw-dl 9( wt) (wt,wl,...,wt-1) a-e(wt)

Table 1. s is the index of the vertex of T to be replaced

Now consider the case that the T-complete facet of T opposite vertex ws,
1 ~ s t ttl, i s not a facet of another t-simplex in G(y).

Lemma 3.4. Let T(wl,w) be a T-complete t-símplex in G(y). The T-complete
facet of t opposite ws, 1 t s t tfl, lies on the boundary of A(y) íff

a) s- 1, wl 3 7.G and a(ZD) z dl-1;

b) 1 C s~ ttl, ws -(j,ki) for certain j E IN, 1 t i C t(j),

ws-1 3(j'ki-1) if 1~ 1 and ws-1 - ZG if i- 1, and

a(ws-1) - a(ws)~

c) s- tfl, wt s(j,kt(j)) for certain j E IN and a(wt) - 0.

In case a) the (t-1)-facet of T opposite vertex wl is complete. In case
b) the facet of T opposite vertex ws is a facet of the T-complete t-sim-
plex 7(w`,w) in G(Y) where
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and pl

Yh -

Yh

((j,k~),...,(j,ki-2),(j,ki),(j,ki-1)'....(j,kt(j))),

wl, a s a and

w -
(wl,...,ws-2'ws'ws-1'w~l,....wt)

0(wl,...,ws-2,Z ,(j,k0)'wsfl~...,wt)

with Z~ -{(j,kj)} and ZG 3{(h,kh)}, h~ j , if i- 1.) 1 h 0

, h~j

h- j

In case c) t is the T-complete (t-1)-simplex T(wl,w) with wl - wl,
w-(wl'...'wt-1) and a- a, and lies in G(y) where y is given by

Yh
((j,k~),...,(j.kt(j)-1))

Yh

, h - j

, h ~ j.

Furthermore we have the following lemma íf a t-símplex T(wl,w) in G(Y).
is T~{(j,k)}-complete but not complete.

Lemma 3.5. Let T(wl,w) be a T U{(j,k)}-complete t-simplex
some (j,k) E I`T, with y a permutation vector of T, and
a facet of the (ttl)-simplex r(wl,w), with wl - wl,

in G(y), for
t ~ n. Then

w-(wl,...,wt,(j,k)) and a- a, ín G(Y) where y is given

((j,k~),...,(j,kt(j)),(j,k)) , h ~ j
Yh -

L Yh , h ~ j.

by

r ís

We will now give the steps of the algorithm, omitting the initialization
step, in order to either generate a path of adjacent simplices from the
0-dimenslonal simplex r(v) to a complete simplex, say T~~ or to generate
such a path from a complete simplex T1, T1 t t0, to another complete
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simplex 72. The number s is the index oE the vertex of t for which

z(ws) has to be calculated.

Step 1: Calculate z(ws). Perform a pivot step by bringing ( zT(ws),1)T in
the linear system

~ttl~ ( z(wi)) f E v ( e(i'h)) - EN- B.(e(J)) -(~).ial 1 1 (i,h) ~ T i,h 0 j-1 J 0 1

Either ~i h becomes zero for some (i,h)4ET then go to step 3,~
or as becomes zero for exactly one vertex ws t ws. The facet
opposite vertex ws is T-comple[e.

SteP 2: If s- 1, wl a Z~ and a(Z~) - dl -1 then the facet of T opposite
vertex W1 is a complete ( t-1)-simplex and the algorithm termi-
nates.

If 1 ~ s~ tfl, ws ~(j,ki) for certatn j C IH, 1 C i t t(j),
w s(j,kj ) if i~ 1, w - Z~ if i- 1, and if a(w )-s-1 1-1 s-1 s-1
a(w ) then T and Y are adapted according to lemma 3.4 (b).s

If s~ ttl, wt -(j,kt(j)) for certain j E IN and a(wt) - 0,
then the dimension is decreased; set t - t-1, T- T`{(j,kt(j))}
and p- ( j~kt(j)) while T and y are adapted according to lemma
3.4 (c) and go to step 4.

In all other cases T(wl,w) and a are adapted according to
table 1.
Re[urn to step 1 with s the index of the new vertex of T.

Step 3: If t a n, then T(wl,w) is a complete n-simplex and the algorithm
terminates; otherwise t(wl,w) and y are adapted according to
lemma 3.5, set t ~ tfl and T- T V{(i,h)}. Return to step 1
with s the index of the new vertex of t.
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Step 4: Perform a pivot step by bringing (eT(p),0)T in the linear system

Etfla (z(wi)) t E u (e(i'h)) - E~-1Sj(epj)) -(~).1-1 i 1 (i,h) ~ T i,h 0 -
(i,h) ~ p

If for some (i,h) ~ T, ui h becomes zero then go to step 3,~
otherwise return [o step 2 with s the index for which a becomes

s
zero.

We can distinguish the following three initialízations of the algorithm:

1) wíth the 0-dimensional simplex r(v)

2) for some y with a complete T-complete ( t-1)-simplex T( wl,w) in
A(y),~ S(I`T), where w is a permutation of the elements in Z, with

~ ~
basic solution ai ~ 0,1 3 1,...,t, ui h~ 0, (i ,h) ~ T, and
~ ~
Sj, j E IN;

3) for some y with a complete I-complete n-simplex T( wl,W) in A(y),
where w is a permutation of ZO and the elements of Z, wíth basic so-

~ ~
lution ai ~ 0, i~ 1,...,n~-1, and gj, j E IN.

In the first case the algorithm is initialized with the ZO-complete 1-

simplex T(wl,w), ZO - U~-1{(j,k~)} where the index (j,k~) is such that

zj,kj(~) a maxkzj~k(~), j E IN, wl - v, w a(ZO). a(i,h) - 0, (i,h) E I,
0

and with basic solution al - 1' ui h- z i(v) - zi h(v), (i,h) ~ Z0,. i~k0 .

and g, - z (v), j E IN. The index s is set equal to 2 and the algo-

J d' k0
rithm starts with step 1.

In the second case the algorithm is initialized with the T-com-
plete t-simplex T(wl,w) with wl - wl - d11qY(ZO),

w-(ZO,mI,...,wt-1)'~
a- á- e(Z ) where á induces wl, and the basic solution

ai -~i-1' i-~ ~
2,...,tt1, ui h- ui h' (í,h) ~ T and gj - sj, j E IN, The index S is

~ .
set equal to 1 and the algorithm starts wíth step 1.
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In the third case the algorithm is initíalized with the I-com-
plete n-simplex r(wl,w) with wl - wl, w- w and a- á. Let (i,h) be the
unique index not in ZD v Z then we set T- I`{(i,h)} and p-(i,h) while
the basic solutíon of T is given by ai - ai, i- 1,...,ntl, g~ - g~,
j E IN. Now the algorithm starts with step 4.

This completes the descrip[ion of the steps of the simplicial
variable dimension (restart) algorithm on S to generate a sequence oE
adjacent simplices in A(T) having common T-complete Eacets, for varying
T in order to trace a piecewise linear path of points satisfying (2.3).
If not a loop such a path either connects the point v with a point pl in
a complete simplex satisfying (2.4) or it connects two points in com-
plete simplices both satisfying (2.4).
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4. Triangulation of S x[l,m)

In this section we describe [he triangulation of S x[1,~) which

underlies the continuous deformation algorithm on S. As said before the

triangulation of S x[l,m) is such that on level m, m- 1,2,..., S x{m}
is triangulated according to the V-triangulation with grid size d-1 andm
starting point v, where for an arbitrary sequence kl,k2,..., of integers

larger than one dm - 14n-1dm-1~ The point v is the initial solution guess
of the NLCP with which the algorithm starts on level 1. When there is no

a priori information about the location of a solution, v can be chosen

equal to the barycenter of S. The number dll is the grid size of the V-
triangulation on level 1 and might be chosen equal to one if. there is no

information about the location of a solution. The V-triangulation of S

on level m is denoted by Vm. The triangulation of S x[1,~) is in fact

such that for each m,m - 1,2,..., the set S x[m,mfl] ís trtangulated

into (n-H1)-simplices with only vertices on either the level m or on the

level mfl. More precisely, for any n-simplex Tm of the V-triangulation

of S on level m with grid size dml the cylinder Tm x[m,mfl] is triangu-

lated in (ntl)-simplices similar as described in (12] and [13] for the

continuous deformation algorithm with arbitrary grid refinement on the

n-dimensional unit simplex Sn. Notice that on level mtl the grid is re-

fined with a factor of 1~ so that Tm x{mtl} consists of n to the power
km n-dimensional simplices. Each such simplex will be connected with one

of the n-F1 vertices of Tm on level m in such a way that a triangulation

of Tm x[m,mtl] is obtained. On the other hand the simplex Tm on level m

is connected with exactly one ver[ex on level mfl. This vertex is called
the centre point of rm x{mfl}. To describe the triangulation of

S x[m,mtl] in full detail we have to redefine the full-dimensional sets

A(y) as follows. Let yj -((j,k~),...,(j,kt(j))), t(j) - nj, be a per-

C - { k3)}, Z. - I(j)`Z~,mutation of the njfl elements of I(j), Zj (j, C 3 1

j E IN, and let y-(y ,...,y ), Z~ - U N Z~ and Z- U N Z.. Then for1 N j-1 ~ j-1 7
j~ E IN we define
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A(Y.jO) 3{ x E S Ix

0 c a(j,kt(j)) c... c a(j,ki) c a(ZO) c 1, j E IN, and

v t a(ZO)9y(ZO) } Eíj.k) E Za(J,k)9yíj.k), where

J
a(j0'kt(j )) - 0} .

0

In fact A(y,j0) is equal to A(y), with yh - yh, h~ j0, and yj -
0

((j0'k0 )'~~ "(j0'kt(j0)-1))' The set ~m(y,j0) is the collection of n-

simplices T(wl,w) with vertices wl,...,w~l such that

i) wl s v f a(ZO)d~1qY(ZO) f E(j~k) E Za(j'k)dm19Y(j,k) for nonnega-
JO

tive integers b and a(j,k),(j,k) E Z, such that a(j0,kt(j0)) - 0
and 0 C a(j,kt(j)) c... t a(ZO) c dro l, j E IN;

ii) w-(wl,...,w~l) is a permutation of n.Fl elements consisting of ZO
j

and the n elements of Z such that w~l -(j0,kt~j )) and f.or all
0

i s 1,....t(j): s~ s' if a(j.kJ) - a(j.kJ ) where w~ íj.kJ) and
1 0 i-1 s i

ws, 3( j,ki-1) if i~ 1 and ws, - Z if i- 1, j E IN;

iii) wi}1 3 wi f dmlqy(wi). i- 1,...,crtl,
with the convention itl z 1 in the case i- crtl.

For S- S1 x S1 the V-triangulatíon of S with grid size 1~2, being the
union of the Gm(y,j0)~s over all permutation vectors y and indices j0 is
illustrated in figure 1.
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A((((1,1),(1,2)),((2,1),(Z,l))),2)

t
0
1
01

A((((1.1)~(1.2))~((2~1).i2.2))).1)

A((((I,1).(1,Z)),((Z,Z).(2,1))),1)

a. Subdivision of S in A(y,jG)'s

r3

b. Triangulations GID(y,j~) of A(y,j~) over all y and j~

T

w

Figure 1. The V-triangulation of S- S1 x gl with grid size 1~2
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The arrows on the edges of the simplices in figure lb give the order of

the vertices in the simplices T(wl,~) - i(wl,w2,w3). The simplices T1,
T2 and T3 all lie in A((((1,1),(1,2)),((2,1),(2,2))),1).

Observe that Gm(y,jp) is equivalent to G(y) with grid size dmi so that
the union of Gm(y,j~) over all permutations y of I and indices j~ E IN
ís the V-triangulation of S with grid size d-1.m

Now let sm be a function from the grid points in A(y,jG) to I~1
such that each n-simplex 7( wl,w) i n Gm(y,j~) is completely labelled,
i.e., {sm(wi)li - 1,...,n-F1} - I~1. The function sm follows ideas of
Todd [16] and Eaves and Saigal [5], see also ( 12], and i s utilized to
make the union of the triangulations of each T x[m,mfl], t E G(y),

over all y, a triangulation of g x[m,mtl]. In the sequel we will use
the function sm given by

sm(x) 3 1 f(a(ZG)tE(i,h) E Za(i,h)) mod(n-fl),

where x- v t a(ZG)dmlqy(ZO) } E(i,h) E Za(i,h)dmlqy(i,h), i s a grid
point of Vm in A(y,j0).

We are now ready to triangulate S x[m,mtl] for some given m~
1. First we choose nonnegative integers gi,...,g~l with sinn equal to
the grid refinement factor km - d~l~dm. For any n-simplex T(wl,w) of Vm
we call the poínt

c(i) ~ Em15ikmlwi .

with 6- 9m , i - 1,...,n-F1, the centre point of 7, In section 6 we
i sm(wi)

discuss how the gi's should be chosen i n the algorithm. Observe that
c(T) is a grid point of V~1. The triangulation of S x[m,mf1J is com-
pletely determined by the numbers gl,...,gm~l.

To triangulate T(wl,w) x[m,mfl], i in V, we define for anym
proper subset T of {wl,...,wm1} the regions R(T,T) in T by

~(TrT) ~{x E T I x- c(T) t Ej E Tajqy(j). aj ~ 0, j E T}.
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Let A(T,T) be the closure of á(T,T), then on level mfl A(T,T) is trian-

gulated by V~1 in t-simplices o(yl,n(T)) with vertices yl~~.~~ytfl in T

such that

~rF 1
-11) Y1 ~ c(T) t E R~ d~l qY(mh) with RW ~ 0, mh E T,

h~l h h
and R~ - 0, mh ~ T;

h

2) n(T) -(nl,...,nt) is a permutation of the t elements of T;

3) yifl - yi -1- d~l qY(ni). i- 1,...,tfl .

Notice that

yl - Eh 1(dh - Rm f R~ )kml wh
h h-1

and that for i- 1,...,t

yi-F.1 - yi
t k 1(w~l - ws) with s such that n. - m .

m i s

In the sequel the (Nfn)-vector R is defined by Rj~k - R~ if wh -(j,k),
h

(j,k) E Z, Rj~k - RZ~ if (j,k) E Z~~and Rj~k - 0, otherwise. For n-2 and

km4, the sets A(T,T) and the triangulation of these sets in t-simplices
are illustrated ín figure 2 if dl - 1, d2 - 1 and d3 - 2 and in figure 3
if 61 - 2, d2 - 0 and 63 - 2. The arrows on the edges of the simplices
give the order of the vertices in a simplex o(yl~n(T)), The simplices
ol, oz and a3 all lie in A({1,3},i).
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A({w3},r)

a. Subdivision in A(T,r)'s of r

on level mfl

c(r)
a3 a

a~

b. Triangulation of the A(T,r)'s

on level mfl

Figure 2. The triangulation of r in a(yl,n(T))'s on level mfl, r E V,m
when dl - 1, d2 - 1, 63 - 2, km - 4, n- 2

a. Subdivision in A(T,r)'s of r

on level mtl

3w

b. Triangulation of the A(T,r)'s

on level mtl

Figure 3. The triangulation of r in a(yl,n(T))'s on level mtl, r E V,m
when dl ~ 2, 62 - 0, d3 - 2, km - 4, n~ 2
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Clearly, the boundary of A(T,T) is given by

bd A(T,r) - U (A(T,T) ~i Ts) U( U A(T`{ws},r))
w E T w E Ts s

where t is the facet of T opposite vertex ws of T. The next lemma des-s
cribes when a facet of o(yl,n(T)) in A(T,r) lies ín bd A(T,t).

Lemma 4.1. Let o(yl,n(T)) be a t-simplex in A(T,r). Then the facet of o

opposite vertex yp, for some 1 c p c ttl, lies in the boundary of A(T,t)

íff one of the following cases holds:

1) p- 1, ds - Rw - 1 with
ws - nl, and ws-1~T

s

2) 1~ p ~ tfl, ds - Rw t Rw - 0 with ws - ~r , and
ws-1 - x 1s s-1 p ~

3) p- tfl andR -0withw -n .
w s ts

In figure 2b case 1) is illustrated by ol and yl - y, case 2) is illus-
trated by o2 and y2 - y and case 3) is illustrated by o3 and y3 - y. The

same holds for figure 3b. In the first two cases the facet of a opposite
vertect yp for some p, 1 c p ~ tfl, lies in co({wl~~~~~ws-l~wsfl~~~~~

w~l}) and in the third case the facet of o opposite vertex yt}1 lies
in A(T`{nt},t).

If the facet of a opposite a vertex yP for some p, 1 c p c tfl,

does not lie in the boundary of A(T,t), then this facet is a facet of
just one other t-simplex o(yl,n(T)) in A(T,t) where the parameters yl,

n(T) and R are given in [able 2.
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-1Y n(T) R

p- 1 yl f d~iqY(nl) (n2....,nt.n1) Rfe(nl)

1 ~ p~ ttl 1y (nl,...,np-2,np,np-1,...,nt) R

p- tfl 1 -1y- d~1qY(nt) (nt,nl,....nt-1) R-e(nt)

Table 2. p is the index of the vertex of a to be replaced

Now T x[m,mfl] is triangulated by (rrtl)-simplices ~,Y where for some

T C{wl,...,w~l} and a(Yl,n(T)) in A(T,7)

~Y - co(co({wilwí ~ T}) x{m}, a(yl,n(T)) x{mtl}).

Lemma 4.2. Let T(wl,w) be an n-simplex in Gm(y,j~) with centre point
c(T). If the t-simplices o(yl,n(T)) of V~1 in A(T,T) on level mfl, for
proper subsets T of {wl,...,w~l}, are connected wíth the rrEl-t vertíces
wi, ~i ~ T, of T on level m, the (crtl)-simplices obtained in this way
induce a triangulation of 7 x[m,mfl].

The proof of this lemma is a straightforward generalization of the
theorem on the unit simplex, which proof can be found in van der Laan
and Talman [12].

To prove that the union of the triangulation of T(wl,w) x

[m,mfl] over all T in Vm ís a triangulation of S x[m,mtl] we need to

know how T(wl,w) and c(T) change when we move from 7 to an adjacent sim-

plex r. So, let T(wl,w) be an n-simplex in Gm(y,j0) and let z(wl,m) be

the n-simplex ín Vm sharing with T the facet opposite ws. If 7 lies in
Gm(y,jo), then according to table 1 T is obtained from 7 as given in

table 3.
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-1w -w -a

s - 1 wltd lqy(wl) ( w2,...,wn,wl,w~1) afe(wl)m

1~ s ~ ntl wl (w ,...,w ,w ,w ,...,w )1 s-2 s s-1 n-F 1 a

s- nfl 1 -1 y
w-dm q ( wn) (wn,wl,...,w~l,w~l) a-e(wn)

Table 3. s is the index of the vertex of t(wl,w) to be replaced

The centre point of t is in this case as given in table 4.

c(T) á

s- 1 c(t) t dlkml(Wnfl-wl)
(d2....,d~1,61)

1~ s ~ n-F1 c(t) t dskml(ws-ws) ( dl....,d~l)

s - ntl c(t) -F dn~Flkml(wl-w~l) (d~l,dl,...,dn)

Table 4. s is the índex of the vertex of t to be replaced

We will now consider the cases that the facet of r opposite vertex ws is

either a facet of an n-simplex t(wl,w) in Gm(y,jG) with y~ y or a facet

of an n-simplex t(wl,w) in G(y,jG) with j0 ~ d0'
The first case occurs iff one of the following two cases occurs,

i.e. either

or

1 ~ s~ nfl, ws -(~'ki)' ws-1 -(~'ki-1) if i~ 1 and

ws-1 - ZG i f i- 1, and a(ws-1) - a(ws) for certain j E Ip

J
s- o-F-1, wn -(jQ,kt(j )- I) and a(wn) - 0.

0
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These subcases coincide with case b) of lemma 3.4 for t-n and case c) of

lemma 3.4 for tsn and jsj~ respectively. In both subcases the para-

meters wl, w and a of r are given by

wl a wl, a- a and

w -
(wl,...~ws-2'Z .(J.kO)'wsfl~...,w~l) if i - 1

(wl.....ws-2'ws'ws-1~...,w~l)

-0 j

and Y is qiven by

Yh 3 (4.2)
((j.k~),....(j.ki-2).(j.ki).(j.ki-1)~....(j,kt(j))) h - ~

h

The second case occurs iff case c) of lemma 3.4 holds for t-n
and for some j~jp, i.e., when

s- nfl, wn -(j,kt(j)) for certain j E IN, jsj~, and a(wn) - 0. (4.3)

In this case the parameters wl, w and a of r are given by

wl a wl, w a(wl,...,w~l,w~l,wn) and a- a (4.4)

and j~ is given by j~ - j. In both cases the centrepoint of T is given
by

c(r) L c(r) f dskml(ws-ws). (4.5)

Theorem 4.3. The union of the trian ulations of 18 r(w ,w) x [m,mtl] over
all n-simplices r of V triangulates S x[m,mfl].m

Proof. The triangulation of r x[m,m-F1] is well defined Eor all simplí-
ces r of Vm. Let r(wl,w) and 7(wl,w) be two adjacent simplices of Vm and
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let x be a grid point of V~1 in the common facet. Then it is sufficient

to prove that if in [he triangulation of t x[m,mfl], x is connected

with a vertex w of T n T, x is also connected with w in the triangula-

tion of T x[m,mtl]. Suppose that T lies in Gm(y,j~) for the permuta-

tion y and index j0, then we have to consider the following three cases:

a) T(wl,w) lies in Gm(y,jn), b) T(wl,w) lies in Gm(y,j0) where y is

given as in (4.2) or c) T(wl-,w) lies in Gm(y,j), j s jG, with j given as

in (4.3).

Case a): T(w`,w) is an n-simplex in Gm(y,j~) with a common facet with T
opposite vertex ws, 1 t s C nf-1.

The simplex 7 is given as in table 3 and the centre point of T is given
by (see table 4)

C(T) - c(T) f ásd~l[qy(ws) - qy(ws-1)], (4.6)

with the convention s-1 - crFl if s- 1. Now let T be the subset of

{wl,...,w~l} such that x lies in Á(T,T),so that

x- c(r) f Ej E Tajdmflqy(j), (4.7)

for certain positive integers a., j E T. Since the point x lies in the
1

facet of t opposite vertex ws,(4.7) gives us

6 f a - a - 0.s ws-1 ws

Combining (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) yields

x- c(T) } Ej E Tajdmflqy(j)

- c(t) - ósd~l[qy(ws) - qy(ws-1)] } Ej E Tajd~lqyíj)

(4.8)

- c(7) t E. a.d-1 qy(j) f(a ~a )d-1 y
~ E T`}ws-1'ws}

~ mi~l
ws-1

s mflq (ws-1)
f

(aw -6s)dmflqy(ws)s
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- c(7) } Ej E Tajdm.l-1qY(j) '

with [he coefficients aj, j E T given by

aj

aws

~ j E T`{ws-1'ws}

' J - ws-1

a . j - w .
ws-1 s

The point x therefore also lies in ~(T,T) with T given by

T -

I T ' ws-1'ws
E T or

ws-1'ws ~ T

(4.9)

T`{ws-1} U {ws} ' ws-1
E T, ws ~ T (4.10)

T`{ws} u
{ws-1 } ' ws E T' ws-1 ~ T'

which proves the theorem for case a.

Case b): T(wl,w) is an n-simplex in Gm(y,j0), with y given as in (4.2),
with a common facet with r opposite vertex ws, 1 ~ s C n-F1.

The simplex T is given as in (4.1) and the centre point of 7 is given by

c(t) 3 c(r) f dsd~l[qY(ws) - qY(ws)I.

Combining (4.11), (4.7) and (4.8) yields the following

x~ c(t) f Ej E Tajd~lqY(j)

' c(t) - bsd~l[qY(ws) - qY(ws)) f Ej E TajdmtlqY(j)

(4.11)

- c(i) t E. a.d-1 qY(j) f 6 d-1 qY(w ) f3 E T`{ws-1'ws} 3 mtl s mtl s
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-1 y -1 y

aws-ldmtlq ( ws-1) } (aws-as)dmflq (ws)

- c(t) f Ej E T`{ws-1'ws}ajdm~l9y(j) f dsd~19Y(ws) f

aw d~ll9yíws-1) f 9y(ws)~
s-1

- c(T) f Ej E T`{ws-1'ws}a3dmt19y(j) } acas-lqy(ws-1)
f

-1 y -
a~ d~l q (ws)

s

where the coeffícients aj, j E T`{ws-l,ws} U{ws-l,ws} are given by

a.
J

. j E T`{ws-1'ws}

j - w
aw ' s-1

s-1

aw ~ j - ws -
s

The point x then also lies in Á(T,t) with T given by

T -

T`{w ,w } U{w ,w } , w ,w E T or w ,w ~ Ts-1 s s-1 s s-1 s s-1 s
T`{ws-1} U{ws-1} ' ws-1 E T'ws ~ T

T`{ws} U{ws} ' ws-1 ~ T,ws E T.

which proves the theorem for case b.

Case c):T(wy,w) is an n-simplex in Gm(y,j), where j is given as in
(4.3), having a common facet with 7 opposite vertex wm 1.

The simplex T is given as in (4.4) and the centrepoint of T is given by

C(T) - C(T) f an-F1dmf1l9y(w~l) - qy(wn)).
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Thís case is similar to case a Eor s 3 rr~l and yields the same T and aj,

j E T.

O
The three cases in the proof of theorem 4.3 are illustrated in figure 1.
Case a) is i llustrated by rl and the vertex w3 - w, case b) is illustra-
ted by t2 and the vertex w2 - w, and case c) is illustrated by T3 and
the vertex w3 s w of T3.

We have now shown that we can triangulate S x[m,mfl] for m-
1,2,... in (ni.l)-simplices with on each level m the V-triangulation with
grid size á 1 as the underlying triangulation. The (nfl)-simplices ~,Ym
are given by

,~Y - co(co({wilwi ~ T}) x{m}, a(yl,n(T)) x{m-H1})

with T(wl,m) an n-simplex of Gm(y,j~) and o(yl,a(T)) a t-simplex in
A(T,T) on level mfl. Combining the triangulations of S x[m,mfl], m-
1,2,..., we obtain a triangulation of S x[1,~). In the following
section we will describe how this triangulation induces a triangulation
of the boundary faces of S x[l,m) allowing us also to follow the piece-
wise linear paths of points satisfying (2.4) on the boundary of
S x [1,~.).
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5. Triangula[ion of the boundary of S x[1,~)

In this section we describe in detail how the triangulation of
S x[l,m) presented in the previous section triangulates a boundary
piece S(U) x(m,m-F1], m- 1,2,..., where U i s a(nonempty) subset of I
satisfying IUj ~ c nj for all j E IN. The set S(U) is first subdivided
in A(y,jo)'s. Let yj -(( j,k~),...,(j,kt(j))) denote a permutation of
the elements in I(j)`Uj where t(j) - nj-uj, uj - ~Uj~, let Z~ -

{(j,k~)}, Zj -{(j.ki),....(j,kt(j))}. j E IN, Y-(Y1,...,yN)~

ZU - VjZ~ and Z a UjZj.

Definition 5.1. Let the set U and the permutation vector y be as defined

above. For j~ E IN, the set A(y,j~) is given by

A(Y,jU) -{x E Slx - v(U) t a(ZU)qY(ZU) t
E(j,k) E Za(]'k)9Y(j.k).

where 0 t a(j,kt(j)) C... G a(j,ki) t a(ZU) c 1, j E IN

J
and a(j~,kt~j )) - 0}

0

where v(U) is the relatíve projection of v on S(U), i.e.

vi~h(U) -

where

( E v )-1 , (i,h) ~ U
vi'h (i,k) ~ Ui i,k i

0 . (i,h) E Ui

q~(ZO) - Pj(ZO) - pj(Z~ V Zj) , j E IN

i E IN

and where the (N-Fn)-vector qY(j,ki), i- 1,...,t(j), j E IN, is given by

qh(j,ki) - 0, h t j, and

q~(j,ki) - Pj({(j.k~).....(j,ki)}) - Pj({(j.k~).....(J.ki-1)}).
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Observe that deEinition 5.1 coincides with definítion 3.1 if U is empty.
The set A(y,j0) is a E~-1(nj-uj)-dimensional subset of S(U). Let A(y) be
the union of A(y,j0) over all indices j0 E IN and let u- EN lu.. Recall

J' J
that n- Ejalnj. Then each set A(y,j0) is triangulated by the V-triangu-
lation of S with gríd size dml by Gm(Y,jO).

Definition 5.2. The set Gm(y,j0) is the collection of (n-u)-simplices

7(wl,m) with vertices wl,...,w~~l such that

1) wl - ~(U) f a(7,0)dm1qY(ZO) t
E(j~k) E Za(j.k)dm19Y(J~k), for nonnega-

tive integers a(ZO) and a(j,k),(j,k) E Z, such that Eor all j E IN,
j

0 c a(j,k~(j)) c... t a(j,ki) c a(7.0) c dm 1 and a(JO'kt(j0)) - 0'

2) ~~(~1'~~~'Wn-utl) is a permutation ot the elements consisting of ZO
j

and the n-u elements of Z such that w~~l -(j0,kt~j )), and for all
0

i- 1,....t(j): s~ s' if a(j.ki) - a(j.ki-1)' where ms -(j.ki) and

ms' a(j'ki-1) if i~ 1 and ws, - ZO if i- 1, j E IN;

3) witl a wi -E dm1qY(wi), i ~ 1,...,n-ufl, with the convention itl - 1

in the case i~ n-ull.

It is clear that Gm(y,j0) is a triangulation of A(y,j0) and that the

union Gm(y) of Gm(y,j0) over all j0 E IN triangulates A(y). Finally we

observe that the union Gm(U) of Gm(y) over all permutation vectors y of

the elements in I`U induces a triangulatíon of S(U). Some Gm(y,j0) when

U is {(1,2)} and {(2,1)} are illustrated in figure 4 if N- 2, nl - 1,

n2 3 2 and dm - 1. The arrows on the edges determíne the ordering of the

vertices in the simplices T of Gm(Y,jO).
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Figure 4. Some regions A(y,j0), A1 - A(y1,2) in S({(2,1)}) with

yl - (((1,1).(1.2)).((2,2)~(2,3)))~ A2 - A(Y1,1) in

S({(2,1)}), and A3 - A(y2,2) in S({(1,2)}) with y2 -

(((1,1)),((2,2),(2,1),(2.3))). N- 2, nl - 1, n2 - 2.

Notice that the boundary face S(U) of S is in fact equivalent to the
n -u

set IIN S~ ~. The replacement rules on S(U) are therefore similar to
~-1

the ones described in the previous section on S.

As in section 4, given 9m,...,8m , we define for each (n-u)-

simplex T(wl,w) in Gm(U) the centre point c(r) of t as
1 crt 1

c(r) - Ei-~lóikmlwi
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where the vector 6-(dl,...,dn-~1) is given by

8
sm(wi)

m

n-uf 1 mkm - Ei~l esm(wi)itrfl
.

with w - Z~.r

Observe that n-utl
Ei-1 di i s equal to m and that c(r) is a grid point of

p~l in T(wl~w)~ Furthermore for U - ~1 the centre point coincídes with
the centre poínt defined in section 4.

Since the algorithm will move from one simplex to an adjacent
one we have to describe how the representation of the latter one can be
obtained from the representation of the former one, and how the centre
poínt changes from one simplex to another adjacent simplex.

So let T(wl,w) and t(wl,w) be in some Gm(y,j~) with a common
facet opposite vertex ws, 1 c s c n-u1-1, then 7 can be obtained from T
as given in table 5. Furthermore, in tables 6 and 7 we describe how 6
and c(T) are obtained from d and c(T).

-1w -w -a

sal 1 -1 Yw fdm 4(wl) (wZ,....wn-u'wi'wn-u~l) ate(wl)

l~s~n-ufl wl (w ,...,w ,w ,w ,...,w )i s-2 s s-1 - tl an u

s~n-utl wl-d-1qY(w ) ( w ,w ,...,w ,w ) a-e(w )m n-u n-u 1 n-u-1 n-utl n-u

Table S. s is the index of the vertex of T(wl,w) to be replaced
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6 - (dl,...~dn-utl)

w - Z~ f6(0R,6 -9~).,....d 'dl 3 21n-ufl
s~l with s~(wl) - R

w ~ Z~ ( d2.-...d fl'dl)-l n u

~ - Z~ -OR.d .....( d ,....d }d'e 'd ).ds-1 s ~2l s-1 sflX. n-ufl

with sm(ws) - R

l~s~n-utl w - ZO fó -0~,9R,d ,....(6 ,...~d 'd d 1).s ~Z~11 ss-1 n-~

with sm(w~l ) - R

~s-1 '~s
0~ Z (èl,...~dn-utl)

w - Z~ -6R,d ,....d( 0~.d }d )~~u l Z n-un-utl
s-n-utl m -1with s (w ) ~ R

~ ~
0

Z ,...,d'6'd(d )n-u Z n-un-ufl l

Table 6. s is the index of the vertex of T to be replaced

C(T)

s- 1 -1 y -1 y
c(T) -F dld~lq (wl) - dn-ufldm-F14 (~n-utl)

1 ~ s~ n-ufl c(T) f dsdmF-19y(~s) - dsdmfl9y(~s-1)

s- n-utl c(T) t dn-utldm-F-lQy(Wn-ufl) - dldm-Flqy(~n-u)

Table 7. s is the index of the vertex of r to be replaced
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In the next lemma the conditions are given when a facet of an (n-u)-
simplex t(wl,w) in Gm(y,j~) lies in the boundary of A(y,j~), see also
lemma 3.4.

Lemma 5.3. Let t(wl,m) be an ( n-u)-simplex in Gm(y,j~), then the facet
opposite vertex ws, 1 t s c n-ufl, lies on the boundary of. A(y,jo) iff

a) s- 1, t~l ~ ZU and a(ZU) - d~ 1

b) 1 ~ s C n-utl, ws ~(j,ki) for certain 1 c i C t(j), j E IN,
w a( j kj ) if 1~ 1 and ~ - ZU if i- l, and a(m )- a(m )s-1 ' i-1 s-1 s-1 s

c) s 3 n-utl, ~~u -(j,kt(j)) for certain j E IN and a(wn-u) - 0.

The lemma follows immediately from the definitions of Gm(y,j~)
and A(y,j~). If the facet of t(wl,w) opposite vertex ws, 1 c s ~ n-ufl,
lies on the boundary of A(y,jo) then either this facet i s an (n-u-1)-
simplex in Gm(U U{(i,h)}) for some (i,h) E U or it is a facet of
another ( n-u)-simplex T(WI ,W) in Gm(U) with either t in Gm(y,j~),
Y~ Y.or t in G(y,jU), j0 t jU,as shown in the next two lemmas.

Lemma 5.4. Let t(wl,w) be an (n-u)-simplex in Gm(y,j0) with T the facet
opposite vertex wl on the boundary oE A(y,j~), then T is the (n-u-1)-

jsimplex T(wl,~) in the subset A(y,j0) of S(U u{(jU,kt~j ))}) where
0

Yj 3
Yj

and

((JU.kUO).....(jU.kt(j )-1))0

J
zj s zj `{(jo,kt~j ))} ana zj 3 zj, j: jo.

0 0 0
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Furthernoore let J be the index set such that j E J if both j~ jU and

t(j) ~ 1, and j0 E J if t(j~) ~ 2. Let r(j), jjE J, be such that

wr(j) -(j.kt(j)) if j~ jp and wr(jo) -(j0'kt(jo)-1) if jU E J. The

index r is now given by

r a r(j~) - max{r(j)~a(wr(j)) - min{a(wr(1))~i E J}}.

Then wl, w and a are defined by

-1 r~l -
w ~ w . w z (w~l.....wn-u'wl,...,wr).

a(wh) - -i

a(wh) - a(wr) - 1 , h- rfl,...,n-u

la(wh) - a(wr) , h - 1,...,r.

Observe that indeed a(wr) - 0. From the construction it is clear that
T(wl,w) is an (n-u-1)-simplex in~m(y,jU), Notice that A(y,j~) is a

subset of S(U) with U- U u{(j~,kt~j ))}. The centre point of T is
0

given by

cíT) - cíT) t 61d~19Y(ZO).

and the vec[or á-(ál,...,g~u) is given by

d - (d~l~....án-utl'S1-~d2,á3,...,ár).

Lemma 5.4 is illustrated in figure lb by T3. Its facet r opposite vertex
wl lies in S({(1,2)}).

Lemma 5.5. Let 7(wl,w) be an (n-u)-simplex in Gm(y,j~) with the facet
opposite ws, 1 ~ s ~ n-ufl, on the boundary of A(y,j~). Then we have
accordíng to lemma 5.3 one of the following two cases
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(1) 1 ~ s c n-utl, ws -(j,ki) for certain 1 c i c t(j), j E IN,

ws-1 -(j'ki-1) if i~ 1 and
ws-I - ZO if i- 1, and

a(ws-1) - a(ws)
or

(2) s- n-utl, wn-u ~(j,kt(j)), for certain j E IN, and a(wn-u) - 0'

In case (1) the facet of T opposite vertex ws, 1 ~ s c n-utl, is also a
facet of the (n-u)-simplex T(wl,~) in Gm(y,j0) where

yh -

and

Yh

((j.k~ ) .....(j.ki-2)~(j.ki).(j.ki-1)~....(j.kt(J)))

-1 1 -w ~ w , a - a,

w -

0 j

, h s j

, h - j

(wl,...,ws-2,Z .(j.k0)'wstl~....wn-ut.) if i - 1

(wl,....ws-2'ws'ws-1'w~l,....wn-utl)

The centre point of T is given by

c(t) a c(T) f dsd~l(9y(ws) - 9Y(ws))

and 6 ~ d.

In case (2) the facet of 7 opposite vertex w~~l is a facet of
the (n-u)-simplex 7(wl,w) in Gm(y,j0) with j0 - j, and with

W1 E wl ' w~(wl,...'wn-u-1'wn-utl'wn-u) and a- a.

The centre point of T is given by

c(T) s c(t) t dn-utldmtll9Y(wn-u-~-1) - qY(wn-u)1,

and 6 - 6.
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Finally, let T( wl,w) be an ( n-u)-simplex in S(U) for some U with

u ~ l,then T is a facet of exactly one (n-ufl)-símplex in S(U`{(i,h)})
for any (i,h) E U.

Lemma 5.6. Let T(wl,w) be an (n-u)-simplex in Gm(Y,j~) with u ~ 1 and
let (i,h) be an element in U. Then r is a facet of exactly one (n-u-F1)-

simplex T in Gm(U`{(í,h)}). More precisely, T lies in Gm(y,i) with

((i,k~),....(i~kt(i)).(i.h)) ~ j - i
Yj -

L Yj

The parameters of the simplex T are given by

W1 - wr~l - dm1qY(ZU)

w - (wr.....wn-ufl'wl,...~wr-1'(i.h)).

where r ís the index such that w- ZU,r

a(ZU) - dm - 1, a(i,h) - 0,

and the coefficients a(j,k),(j,k) E Z, are given by

a(wk) -

dm - a(wr) f a(wk) - 1 , k- rfl, ...,n-ufl

d- a(w ) f a(w ) , k- 1,...,r-1.m r k

The centre point of T is given by

c(r) - c(T) - d1d~1qY(ZU)

where the vector d-(6 1,...,g~~2) is given by
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d - (e~.ar~l-eR'arf2~....6n-ufl'dl~...~ór). with k - sm(wl) .

Lemma 5.6 ís illustrated in figure 1 for T in S({(1,2)}).
The triangulation of S(U) x[m,mtl] for proper subsets U of I is as
follows. Let T(wl,w) be an (n-u)-simplex in Gm(Y,jO) and let A(T,T) for
proper subsets T of

{wl,...,wn-u-F1}
be defined as in section 4, then on

level mtl A(T,T) ís triangulated by the V-triangulation of S on level
mfl in t-simplices o(yl,n(T)) with vertices yl~~~~~ytfl such that

1) Y1 3 c(T) f gn-ui-1 R d-1 QY(w )- En-ufl(6 -R tR )k lwh.h-1 wh mfl h h-1 h wh wh-1 m
R~ ~ 0, wh E T, and Rwh 3 0, wh ~ T;

2) n(T) -(nl,...,nt) is a permutatíon of the t elements in T;

3) yifl - yi } d-1 y i -1 sFl s
mtl4 ( xi) - y } km ( w -w ) wi[h s such that

ws - ni, i ~ 1,...,t.

The boundary of A(T,T) is now given by

bd A(T,t) - u(A(T,T) n T s) u( u A(T`{ws},T)) .
ws E T ws E T

Note the similarity with the sets A(T,T) if U is empty.
The triangulation of 7 x[m,m-F1] is induced by connecting all the sim-
plices a(yl,n(T)) in A(T,T) on level m~l with the vertices wi, wi ~ T,
of T on level m. An (n-utl)-simplex ~Y of this triangulation is thus
given by

~,Y - co(co({wilwi ~ T}) x{m}, o(yl,n(T)) x{mtl}). (5.1)

Similar to lemma 5.6 we will now show that an (n-u-F1)-simplex ,~Y of the
triangulation of S(U) x[m,mtl] for nonempty U is a facet of just one
(n-uf2)-símplex of the tríangulation of S(U`{(i,h)}) x(m,mfl], for any
(i,h) ~ U.
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Lemma 5.7. Let ~Y be an ( n-ui-1)-simplex of the triangulation of S(U) x
[m,mfl] with U nonempty. Let (i,h) be an element of U, then ~,Y is a

facet of exactly one (n-ut2)-simplex of the tríangulation of
S(U`{(i,h)}) x[m,m-FiJ. Let yY be this simplex, then y is given by

((i.k0)~...,(i.kt(i))~(i.h)) ~ J - i
Y

Y.J

Moreover yY is given by

~Y - co(co({wilwi ~ T}) x{m}, a(Yl,n(T)) x{mfl})

where T(wl,w) is the (n-utl)-simplex of Gm(Y,i) defined ín lemma 5.6 and
where a is determined as follows. Let r be the index such that wr - ZO

and recall that the centre poin[ of T is given by

c(T) ~ c(t) - d1d~1qY(ZO).

We consider the two cases i) w~ T and ií) w E T.rl r
In case i) the vertex yl of o(y ,n(T)) is equal to

Y1 - c(i) t Eh E TRhdmflqY(h)

- c(T) } dldmflqY(ZO) } Eh E T hdmtlqY(h).

Hence, if Ó1 is positíve, a is the (tfl)-simplex a(yl,n(T)) in A(T,7)
where

yl - yl - d~1qY(ZO).

T - T U {wr},

a(T) ~ (ZO,n 1,...,nt).
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and

R - R t (61-1)e(Z~).

If bl - 0, then a is equal to o, being a t-simplex in A(T,r) with T3T.
In case 11) we have

yl - c(T) f Eh E TRhdmflqY(h)

- c(r') t 61d~1qY(ZU) t Eh E T`{wr}Rhdm1-1qY(h)

t R~ d~l[qY(ZU) f qY(i,h)].
r

Hence, the ( tfl)-simplex o(yy,n(T)) ís given by

-1 1
y ~ y ,

T - T u {(i,h)},

n(T) - (al,...~ns-1'(i.h).ns,...,nt)~

where s is the index such that ns - wr, and

R- R t 61e(ZU) f Rm e(i,h).
r

From the construction i t is clear that o lies in A(T,r). In all cases
the (n-utl)-simplex ,yY ís a facet of the (n-ut2)-simplex ,~Y. More preci-

sely, íf wr ~ T and dl ~ 0, then ~Y is the facet of y~Y opposite vertex

(yl,mfl). If ~r ~ T and 61 - 0, then ,yY is the facet of ,yY opposite ver-

tex (wl,m), and if mr E T, then ~,Y is the facet of ,~Y opposite vertex

(y~l,m-t-1) where ns - ~r~

By generalizing this lemma it can easily be shown that for any complete
extension y of y each (n-utl)-simplex ,yy of the triangulation of

S(U) x[m,mtl] is a face of just one (rrfl)-simplex ,yY of the triangula-
tion of S x[m,mtl] described in section 4.
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Lemma 5.7 is illustrated in the figures 5 and 6. In fígure 5 r is equal

to the 1-dimensional simplex T(w1,w2) - r(wl,(Z~,w2)) in S({(i,h)}). The

2-dimensional simplex T in S is given by 7(Wl~W2~W3) - T(W1~(ZO~~ ~W ))~
2 3

w3 ~(i,h) and c(t) - c(T). The 1-simplex ol(yl~(ZO)) lies in

A({Z~},t), so that ~Y is given by co({w2} x{m},ol x{mtl}). The latter

simplex is a facet of the 3-simplex co({w2} x{m},al x{m-fl})

where Q1 is gíven by al(yl,n) with yl - yl and n-((i,h),Z~). This

coincides with case ii) of lemma 5.7. The same holds for Q1(yl,n) in

figure 6. The 1-simplex a2(yl,(~2)) lies in A({w2},t) so that ~Y is

given by co({wl} x{m},oZ x{m-E1}). In figure 5 we have for a2 that Z~

does not lie in T, so that case i) of lemma 5.7 holds. In figure 5,

where d- 0, yY is a facet of the 3-simplex co(co({wl,w3}) x{m},1
oZ x{mtl}) and aZ lies A(T,T). In figure 6, where 61 ~ 0, ~,Y is a facet

of co({w3} x{m},a2 x{mtl}), where a2 is given by a2(yl,n) with yl -
0 - - -2y, and n-(Z ,nl) -(w1,~2) and a lies in A(T,r) with T-{w1,m2}.

-1

w3 - w~ y~ c(~r) - c(T) y~ - y~ w2 - W2

Figure 5. Illustration of lemma 5.7 in the case c(T) - c(r)
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-3 1w -w 1
Y

-1
w

-1 1
Y -Y

2 -
w - w

Figure 6. Illustration of lemma 5.7 in the case c(r) ~ c(T)

This completes the description of the triangulation of the boundary
faces S(U) x[1,~), U c I, of S x[1,~).
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6. The steps of the continuous deformation algorithm on S

In this section the steps of the contínuous deforma[íon algo-

rithm on S wtth arbitrary grid reEinement are given. So, let S x[1,~)

be triangulated as described in section 4 for a sequence of decreasing

grid sizes d-i, m- 1,2,..., such that S is triangulated on level m ac-
m

cording to the V-triangulatíon with grid size d i. in order to find an
m

approximate solution to the NII.CP on S with arbitrary accuracy the algo-

rithm follows, by alternating l.p. pivot steps in systems of linear

equations and replacement steps in the triangulation of S x[l,m), a

piecewise linear path of points satisfying (2.3) or (2.4). On level 1

the paths of points satisfying (2.3) are followed by the steps of the

product-ray algorithm described in section 3. These paths connect the

starting point (v,l) with a point (p,l) satisfying (2.4) or two points

on level 1 satisfying (2.4). We will now show that the points satisfying

(2.4) form piecewise linear paths which can be followed by alternating

l.p. pivot steps ín a linear system corresponding to (2.4) and replace-

ment steps in the triangulation of S(U) x[m,mtl] for varyíng proper

subsets U of I and for varying m, m- 1,2,... . A linear piece of such a

path corresponds to a line segment of solutions to a system of linear

equations with respect to a so-called complete (n-utl)-simplex ~yY in

S(U) x[m,mFl] for some proper subset U of I and for some m,m ~ 1.

Definition 6.1. Let U be a subset of I, Yj a permutation of the elements

in I(j)`Uj, j E IN, Y-(Y1,-~~,YN), and Let ~,Y be a k-simplex, k-

n-u,n-ufl, in S(U) x[m,mfl] for certain m, m- 1,2,... . The simplex

y,Y(xl,...,xk}1) with xi -(pi,ti), pi E S and ti E{m,mtl},is complete

if the system of linear equations

Ekfl~ (zíPi)) f E V (e(1'h)) - EN- S.(eíJ)) - (O) ( 6.1)
i-1 1 1 (i,h) E U i,h 0 j-1 J 0 1

has a solution ~i ~ 0, i- 1,...,kfl,
Vi,h ~ U~ (i,h) C- U, and sj~

j E Ip.
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~ ~ ~A solution ai, i- I,...,ki.l, ~i h, (i ,h) E U, (i~, j E IN will be de-
.

~ ~ ~
noted by ( a ,u ,s ).

Nondegeneracy assumptíon. If ~yY ís a complete k-simplex in S(U)x[m,mtl]
~ ~ ~

then Eor k L n-u the system (6.1) has a unique solution (~ ,u ,S ) with
~ ~ai ~ 0, í- 1,...,n-~1. ui h~ U. (í,h) E U, and for k s n-uíl at most

one variable of (a~,u~) is equal to zero.

By this nondegeneracy assumption, a complete (n-utl)-simplex ~Y contains

a line segment of solutions with two end points. An end point is cha-
~ ~

racterized by a solution with exactly one variable in (a ,u ) equal to
~ ~zero. All other variables in (a ,u ) are positive. We call the solution

at an end point of such a line segment a basic solutíon. To each solu-
tion of (6.1) there corresponds a point x- E~~Za~xi in ~,Y satisfyingi-1 i

~ ~
(2.4). In particular, when at a basic solution one of the ai's, say as,
is equal to zero, the corresponding x lies in the interior of the facet

of ~Y opposite vertex xs. This facet is then also complete. If at a
~

basic solution ui h- 0 for some (i,h) ín U, then the corresponding x
lies in the interior of ,yY~ Each line segment of solutions to (6.1) in-
duces in this way a line segment of points x in ~Y satisfying (2.4) with
two end points. This line segment of points can be followed by making a
linear programming step ín the system (6.1).

Now let m be a fixed positive integer and let U be a proper sub-
set of I. Under the non-degeneracy assumption the complete (n-vfl)-sim-
plices in S(U) x[m,mtl] determine sequences of adjacent simplices with
complete facets such that each sequence is either a loop or has two end

simplices. An end simplex yields either (1) a complete facet on level m,
(2) a complete facet on level mfl, (3) a complete facet in
S(U U{(j,k)}) for some (j,k) ~ U or (4), if U is nonempty, a complete
(n-utl)-sim lex in S(U`{(i,h)}) x ~p [m,mfl] with ui h- 0 for some (i,h)

~
in U. In case (3), the facet is an end simplex of a sequence of complete
(n-u)-simplices in S(U U{(j,k)}) x[m,mfl], and in case (4) the simplex
ís a facet of a complete (n-uf2)-simplex in S(U`{(i,h)}) x[m,mtl] which
is an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent complete (n-ut2)-simplices
in S(U`{(i,h)}) x[m,mtl]. Linking the sequences of comple[e simplices
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ín S(U) x[m,mfl] in this way together for varying U we obtain sequences
of adjacent complete simplices of varying dimension in S x[m,mtl].
Again each sequence is either a loop or has two end simplices. An end

simplex gives either a complete simplex in S(U) x{m} for some U c I or
a complete simplex in S(U') x{m-F1}, for some U' C I. In the former

case, if m~ 1, the comple[e simplex is a facet of an end simplex of a

sequence of adjacent complete simplices in S(U) x[m-l,m], and in the

latter case it is a facet of an end simplex of a sequence of adjacent

complete simplices in S(U') x[m-F1,mf2J.

For varying m, m~ 1, the complete simplices therefore yield
simplices of adjacent complete simplices in S x[l,m). Each sequence has
0, 1 or 2 end simplices. Each end simplex gives a complete simplex in
S x{1}. A sequence with two end simplices connects thereEore two com-
plete simplices in S x{1}, while a sequence with one end simplex has a
complete simplex in S x{1} and must exceed each level S x{m}, m-
2,3,... since the number of simplices in S x[l,m] is finite for each m.
A sequence with no end simplices is either a loop and remains in
S x[mU,ml] for certain 1 C mU ~ ml ~~, or there is an mU, mU ~ 1, for
which the path exceeds each level S x{m}, m~ m0 with at least two
different complete simplices.

Since each complete (n-utl)-simplex in S(U) x[m,mtl] yields a
line segment of points satisfying (2.4), the complete simplices in
S x[l,m) therefore determine, under the nondegeneracy assumptíon, pie-
cewise linear paths of points satisfying (2.4). Each end point of such a
path lies on level 1 and is also an end point of a p.l. path of points
satisfying (2.3) and conversely. The p.l. paths of points satisfying
(2.3) or (2.4) can therefore be linked to p.l. paths in S x[l,m).
Exactly one path, say P, has (v,l) as end point. There are no other end
points. Since the number of simplices and faces up to level m is finite
the path P when followed by starting in (v,l) exceeds each level m with-
in a finite number of pieces, m- 1,2,... . The path P can be followed

as follows.
The algorithm starts on level one in the point v with the varia-

ble dimension algorithm described in section 3 yieldíng within a finite

niuuber of steps a complete simplex T~ in S x{1}. Then the algorithm

continues by following a sequence of adjacent complete simplices in
S x[l,m) starting with the unique complete simplex ~ in S x[1,2] con-
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taining 7~ as a facet. The algorithm can be termínated when the accuracy
~

of an approximate solution is sufficient, e.g. when S is small enough.

Each time the path returns to S x{1} with a complete simplex

71 we again apply the variable dimension restart algorithm of section 3

starting with the complete simplex T1. This yields within a finite num-

ber of steps another complete simplex 72 in S x{1}. Then the algorithm

continues in S x[1,~) starting with the unique complete simplex ~y in

S x[1,2J containing T2 as a facet, etc. Observe that both T1 and t2
díffer from all other complete simplices generated on level one. A com-
plete símplex on level 1 with which the product-ray algorithm terminates
is either an n-simplex T(wl,w) in A(y) or a(t-1)-simplex T(wl,w) in
A(Y) n S(U) for some permutation vector y and some proper subset U of I.

In the first case t x{1} is a facet of the (ntl)-simplex ,~y in

S x[1,2] where ~,Y is given by

,yY - co(t x {1},c(T) x {2})

with yh - yh, h t jp, and yj -((jp~k~~)....,(j~.kt(J ))~(j~,k)), where
0 0

(j~,k) is the unique index in I not in the permutation vector y. Notice

that A(y,j~) is equal to A(y).

In the second case wl ís given by

wl ~" t qY(ZO) t E(j~k) E Z a(J,k)dll 9Y(j,k)

and w~(wl'...'wt-1) is a permutation oE the t-1 elements of Z. Since

v~ v(U) t E(i,h) E U qY(i,h)

the vertex wl is equal to

wl 3 V(U) } qY(ZO) } E(j,k) E Z a(j,k)dll qY(j,k)

with qY(ZU) ~ qY(ZU) f E qY(i,h). The (n-u)-simplex 7( wl~w) on
(i,h) E U

level one is a facet of the (n-ufl)-símplex ~Y in S(U) x[1,2J where ~Y
is given by
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co(T(wl,w) x {1}, c(T) x {2})

-1 -
with T(w ,w) an (n-u)-simplex in A(y,j~). The parameters j0, w, w and

a are determined as follows. Let wr(j) -(j,kC(j)), j E IN with

t(j) ~ 1. Let r(jp) - max{r(j)la(wr(j)) - min a(wr(i))} and let r be
i

equal to r(jU)~ Then the vertex wl of 7 is given by wl - w~l, w is

given by w-(w~l....,wt-1'ZU,wI,...,wr), a(ZU) - dl - a(wr)

a(wh)

- 1

Observe that a(wr) is equal to zero. In both cases the al.gorithm con-

tinues in S x[1,~) by making an l.p. pivot step wíth (zT(c(T)),1)T in

(6.1).
In S x[l,m) a sequence oE adjacent complete simplices inducing a p.l.

path of points satisfying (2.4) is generated by alternating l.p. pivo-

ting steps ín (6.1) and replacement steps of the triangulation as fol-

lows. For some proper subset U of I and for some m, m~ 1, let

~y(xl,...,xn-uf2)-co(co({wilwi ~ T}) x {m},a(Yl,n(T)) x {mtl})

be an arbitrarily generated (n-utl)-simplex of the triangulation of

S(U) x[m,mfl], as described in section 5. The line segement of solu-

tions (a,u,9) to (6.1) with respect to ~y is followed by making an l.p.

pivoting step in (6.1) with either a as for some s, 1 t s ~ rruf2, or

a ui,h for some (í,h) E U.

If
ui h becomes 0 tor some (i,h) E U tne algori~nm concinues

with the unique (n-ut2)-simplex y~y, described in lemma 5.7, in

S(U`{(i,h)}) x[m,mfl] having ~yy as facet. When ~yy is the facet of ~ry

opposite the vertex yp on level mtl, an l.p.- pivot step in (6.1) ís made

with (zT(yp),1)T. When ~y ís the facet of ,yy opposite the vertex wl on

level m, then an l.p. pivot step in (6.1) is made with (zT(wl),1)T.

If by ttie l.p. pivot step in (6.1) with respect to ,yy, a- becomes 0 for
s -

some s, 1 ~ s C n-ut2, then the facet of ,~y opposi[e the vertex xs is

also complete and yields a new complete simplex adjacent to ,yy. We have

a(w )
r

h - 1, ..,r

a(wh) - a(wr) - 1 h- x~l,...,t-1.
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to consider four different cases:

A) xs -(ws,m) for some s, 1 c s t n-utl, and xs is not the only vertex
of ~Y on level m;

B) xs s(ws,m) for some s, 1 c s c n-ufl, and xs is the only vertex of

~Y on level m, so that the facet of y,Y opposite xs lies in S x{mfl};

C) xs ~(yp,mfl) for some p, 1 c p c tfl, and xs is not the only vertex
of ~yY on level mtl;

D) xs -(yp,mtl) for some p, 1 t p t ttl, and xs is the only vertex of
~yY on level mfl.

In the cases A) and C) the algorithm continues with the uniquely deter-
míned complete simplex in S x[m,mf-1] adjacent to ~Y sharing with ~yY the
facet opposite the vertex xs of ~yY. In case B) the algorithm continues
with the uniquely determined (n-ufl)-simplex in S(U) x[mi.l,mi-2] also
having the facet of ~Y opposi[e xs on level mfl as a facet, and in case
D) the algorithm continues with the uníque (n-ufl)-simplex in
S(U) x[m-l,m] also having the facet of ~,Y opposite xs on level m as a

facet, unless mal. If m~l in case D), the algorithm continues as descri-
bed in section 3 with the complete (n-u)-simplex T(wl,m) beíng the facet
of cyY opposite xs on level 1.
The cases A)-D) are now described in detail using the lemma's and tables
of the sections 4 and 5.

Case A. The poínt xs lies on level m and is not the only vertex of ~,Y on
this level, i .e. xs ís equal to ( ws,m) for some s, 1 c s c n-utl. Accor-
ding to the definition of A(T,T) ws cannot be added to the set T iff

ws-1 ~ T and 6s - 0. (6.5)

If (6.5) does not hold, T becomes T u{ws}, n(T) becomes ( nl'~~~'nt'ws)
and the algorithm continues by making an l.p. pivot step wíth
(ZT(yttl)~1)r in system (6.1) with yt}1 the new vertex of o(yl~x(T)),
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Observe that the other parameters y, j~, t(wl,w), a, 8, yl and R do not
change.

If (6.5) holds, then the t-simplex o(yl,n(T)) lies in the facet
of T(wl,w) opposite vertex ws. In this case we must also adapt T to de-
termine the new complete simplex adjacent to yy. The following two cases
can occur

a) the facet of T opposite vertex ws líes in the boundary of A(y,jU)

and
b) the facet of r opposite vertex ws does not lie in the boundary of

A(Y~j~)~

In case a) one of the three cases of lemma 5.3 occurs:

1) If s- 1, wl - Z~ and a(wl) - dro 1, then the facet of T opposite ver-

tex wl lies in S(U U{(j~,kt~j )) }) and y, j~, T, a and d are adapted

according to lemma 5.4. The t-simplex o(yl,n(T)) now also lies in

A(T,i) with T the new simplex T on level m. The algorithm continues
j

by making a pivot step in (6.1) with (eT(j~,kt~j )) ,0)T.
0

2) If 1 G s t n-u~l, ws -(j,ki) for certain j E IN, 1 ~ i ~ t(j),

ws-1 -(~'ki-1)
if i~ 1 and ws-1 - Z~ if i- 1, and a(ws)-a(ws-1)'

then the facet of T opposite vertex ws lies in the boundary of

A(y,jU) with y~ y, and y and T(wl,w) are adapted according to lemma

5.5 case (1). The t-simplex o(yl,n(T)) now also lies in A(T,T)

with i the new simplex T on level m. The algorithm continues by
makíng a pivot step in (6.1) with (zT(ws),1)T, where ws is the new
vertex of r on level m.

3) If s- n-ui-1, w~u -( j,kt( j)) for certain j E IN and a(wn-u) - 0,

then the facet of T opposite vertex wn-~1 lies in the boundary of

A(y,j), and j~ and 7(wl,w) are adapted according to lemma 5.5 case

(2). The t-simplex o(yl,n(T)) now also lies in A(T,T) with T the new

simplex t on level m. The algorithm continues by making a pivot step

0
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in (6.1) with (zT(wn-~1),1)T, where wn-~l is the new vertex of T on
level m.

These three cases conclude case a).
In case b) the facet of 7 opposite vertex Ws does not lie in the

boundary of A(y,j~), i .e. there is another ( n-u)-simplex T(wl,m) ín
A(y,j~) such that T and T share the facet of T opposite vertex ws. In
this case T(wl,w), a and b are adapted according to the tables 5 and 6.
Let w be the new vertex of T and g(w) the corresponding 6-coefficient.
If g(w) is positive, then T, Q(yl,n(T)) and R are adapted as follows. T

becomes T U{ws-1}, n(T) becomes (ws-1'xl'~~~'nt)
and R becomes

R t(á(w)-1)e(ws-1). The new simplex o lies in A(T,t) where T and 7 are

the new set T and the new simplex T on level m. The algorithm continues

by making a pivot step in (6.1) with (i (yl),1)T, where yl is the new

vertex of a. If g(w) is zero, then o lies in A(T,T) with T the new sim-

plex r on level m and the algorithm continues by making a pivot step

With
T - T(z (w),1) , where w is the new vertex of 7. This concludes case b)

and case A.

Case B. The vertex xs ~(ws,m) is the only vertex of ,yY on level m. The

(n-u)-simplex Q(yl,n(T)) is a simplex of the triangulation G~1(y,jU) of

S(U) with T C{wl'~~~'wn-utl}
and I TI - n-u. The algorithm continues

with the unique (n-ufl)-simplex ~ in S(U) x[m4-l,mt2] having o as a

facet on level mfl. The (n-u)-simplex a has to be reformulated as an

(n-u)-simplex T(wi,w) in G~1(y,jU) for which T- a, and ~ is the convex

hull of 7 x{m-fl} and its centre point c(7) on level mt2. The parameters

of T are determined as follows. Let w~ be the unique element in the set

{ml,...,w~~l} not ín T, define nn-~1 by wR and let r be the index

such that nr ~ wn-~1. The centre point of T is equal to

c(T) - wl f Eh-1 aid~lqY(wh)

where
ah - Ek-ht1 a k'

h- 1,...,n-u. Let a~~l be equal to zero. Fur-

thermore, the vertex wl of T i s equal to
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wl - v(U) } ~h-1 a(wh)dm1qY(wh)

- v(U) } Fh-1 a(wh)kmdmtlqY(wh) '

Combining these two results yields

c(t) - v(U) f Eh-1(a(wh)km } ah)dmflqY(wh) '

The vertex yl can now be given by

yl - c(1) ~- Eh-1t1 Rw
dmtlqY(wh)h

- v(U) f Eh-1(a(wh)km } ah f Rw )dm-1F1qY(wh) }h

-1 Y

Rwn-ufldmflq
(wn-utl)

- ~(U) } Fh-1(a(wh)km f ah t Rwh
- Rwn-ufl)d~1qY(wh) .

The parameters of the (n-u)-simplex T(wl,w), being [he facet of ~ on

level mfl, are now given by

-1 r1-1 1 n-utl -1 y
w - y - y - ~h-rt1 dmflq (rh)

w ~ (nr~l~....nn-utl'nl,...,nr)

and

a(wh)kmfahtRw -Rw
h n-ufl

a(wh) -

wh ~ {n~l,...,nn-utl}

a(w )k fa fR -R -1 w E{n ...n }
h m h wh w~~l h rF.l'~ n-utl

for h- 1,...,n-utl. Observe that a(w ) is equal to zero and that
n-uf 1

~ is equal to w
n-uf 1 n-uf 1~
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If it is the Eirst time that we move ínto S x[rtrEl,mf2), we
choose an integer
tha[ Emi g~l
in such a way
solution found

k~l ~ 1 and integers g~l ~ 0, i- 1,...,ntl, such
- k~l. In general we

that the
on level

should choose g~ 1 , i- 1,..., m~-1 ,

centre point c(T) líes close to the approxímate
mtl. The intersection of ~, and S(U) x{mt2} is

(c(T),mt2) and the algorithm continues
yl - c(t), K- 0, a-{yl}, m- mfl and
with (zT(yl),1)T. Notice that Y and
case B.

by setting T equal to t, T-~,

jo
by making a pivot step in (6.1)
do not change. This concludes

Case C. The vertex xs lies on level mtl and is not the only vertex of
~yY on level mfl, i.e. xs is equal to (yp,mfl) for some p, 1~ pt tfl.
In this case we consider the following two cases

a) the facet of o(yl,n(T)) opposite vertex yp líes in the boundary of

A(T.T)
and

b) the facet of a(yl,n(T)) opposite vertex yp does not lie in the
boundary of A(T,T).

In case a) one of the three cases of lemma 4.1 occurs

1) If p- 1, bs - R~ - 1, wi[h ws - nl and ws-1 ~ T, the facet of
s

o(yl,n(T)) opposite vertex yl lies in the facet of T(wl,W) opposite

vertex ws. This facet of T either lies ín the boundary of A(Y,jO) or

not. First consider the case that the facet of t opposite vertex w s

lies in the boundary of A(Y,jO), then one of the three cases of lemma

5.3 holds.

i) If s~ 1, ml - ZO and a(wl) - dm I, then the facet of T opposite

vertex wl lies in S(U
j

v {(j0'kt(j ))})
0

1and Y. j0. 7(w .~). a and

6 are adapted according to lemma 5.4. The facet of a opposite

vertex yl becomes the new simplex o, i.e. T becomes T`{wl}, yl
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becomes y2, n(T) becomes (n2,...,nt) and R becomes R- Rw e(wl).
1

The new simplex o lies in A(T,T) where T and T are the new sub-

set T and the new simplex T on level m. The alRorithm continues

by making a pivot step in (6.1) with
J

(eT(j0'kt(J ))'0)T.
0

ii) If 1 ~ s c n-u~l, ws -(j,ki) for certain j E IN, 1 G i C t(j),
ws-1 -(J'ki-1) if i~ 1 and ws-1 - ZD if i- 1, and a(ws-1) -
a(w ), then the facet of T opposite vertex ws lies also in the

s
boundary of A(y,jp) with y~ y, and y and r(wl,w) are adapted

1
according to lemma 5.5 case (1). The parameters T, o(y ,n(T))

and R are adapted as follows. T becomes T`{ws} u{ws}, where ws

is the s-th component of the new permutation vector w, yl be-
2 -1comes y- d~1qY(ws), n(T) becomes ( ws,n2,...,nt) and R be-

comes R f R (e(w )- e(w )). The algorithm continues by makingw s ss
a pivot step in (6.1) with (zT(yl),1)T, where yl is the new

vertex of Q on level mtl.

iii) If s- n-ufl, wn-u -(j,kt(j)) for certain j E IN and a(wn-u) -
0 then the facet of T opposite vertex wn-~1 lies also in the
boundar of A and 1y (y,j) j~ and T(w ,w) are adapted according to
lemma 5.5 case ( 2). The parameters T, o(yl,n(T)) and R are adap-
ted as follows. T becomes T`{wn-utl} U{wn-u}, yl becomes
y2 - dm}1qY(wn-u), n(T) becomes (wn-u'n2 ""'nt) and R becomes
R- R (e(w )- e(w )). The algorithm continues by

wn-ufl n-ufl n-u
making a pivot step in ( 6.1) with ( zT(yl),1)T, where yl is the
new vertex of a on level mfl.

Thís concludes the case that the facet of T opposite vertex ws lies
in the boundary of A(y,j0). If this facet does not lie in the boun-

1dary of A(y,j~), then i(w ,w) and d are adapted according to tables 5
and 6. Let w be the new vertex of T and g(w) the corresponding

d-coefficient of the vertex W~ If d(W) is positive, then T,

o(yl~n(T)) and R are adapted as follows. T becomes T`{ws} U{ws-1},
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yl becomes y2 - d~lqY(ws-1)' n(P) hecometi (ws-1'n2,...,nt), and N
becomes R- R e(w ) f(6(w) - 1)e(w ). The algorithm continues byw s s-1s
making a pivot s[ep in (6.1) with (zT(yl),1)T where yl is the new
vertex on level mtl. If d(w) is equal to zero, then T becomes T`{ws},
yl becomes y2, n(T) becomes ( n2,...,nt), and R becomes R- Rw e(ws).
The algorithm continues by making a pivot step ín (6.1) with s

(zT(w),1)T. This concludes the description of case 1).

2) If 1 ~ p~ tfl, 6s - Rwc f Rw - 0 with ws - n , and
ws-1 - r 1'~- , P P-

then the facet of a(yl,n(T)) opposite vertex yP lies in the facet of

T(wl,w) opposite vertex ws. This facet of T again either lies in the
boundary of A(Y,j~) or not. First consider the case that the facet of
T opposite vertex ws lies in the boundary of A(y,jo), then one of the
three cases of lemma 5.3 holds.

i) If s- 1, wl - Z~ and a(wl) - dm-1, then the facet of T opposite

j
vertex wl lies in S(U V{(j~,kt~j ))}) and y, j~, T(wl,w), a and

0
d are adapted according to lemma 5.4. The facet of a opposite
vertex yP i s the new simplex a. The parameters T, o(yl,n(T)) and
R are gíven by T- T`{wn-utl}' n(T) -(nl,...,np--2,np,...'nt)
and R - R- dle(wl) - Rw e(w~~l). The algorithm continues

n-ui-1 j
by making a pivot step in (6.1) with (eT(jo(kt(j )),0)T.

0

ii) If 1~ s t n-ufl, ws -(j,ki) for certain j E IN, 1 t i c t(j),

ws-1 -(j'ki-1) if i~ 1 and ws-1 - ZO if i- 1, and a(ws-1) -
a(w ), then the facet of T opposite vertex ws lies also in thes
boundary of A(y,j~) with y s Y, and y and r(wl,w) are adapted
according to lemma 5.5 case (1). The parameters T, o(yl,n(T))
and R are adapted as follows. T becomes T`{ws-1'ws} V{ws-1'ws}'
where w denotes the new permutation vector, n(T) becomes

(rl'~ " 'np-2'ws-1'ws'nptl " " ~nt) and R becomes
R t

Rw (e( ws-1) - e(ws-1)) } Rw (e(ws) - e(ws)). The algorithm
s-1 s

continues by making a pivot step in (6.1) with (zT(yp),1)r'

where yp is the new vertex of o on level mfl.
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iii) If s- n-ufl, w~u -(j,kt(j)) for certain j E IN and a(wn-u) -
0, then the facet of T opposite vertex wn-~1 lies also in the
boundary of A(y,j), and j0 and r(wl,w) are adapted according to
lemma 5.5 case ( 2). The parameters o(yl,n(T)) and R are adapted
as follows, a(T) becomes ( nl'~~~'np-2'xp'xp-1' "" nt) and R be-
comes R a(R - R )(e(w )- e(w )). The algorithm

wn-utl wn-u ~u n-ufl
continues by making a pivot step in (6.1) with (zT(yp),1)T where
yp ís the new vertex of a on level mtl.

This concludes the case that the facet of t opposite vertex w~S lies
in the boundary of A(y,j ~) . If this facet does not lie in the boun-
dary of A(y,jo), then T(wl,w) and d are adapted according to tables 5
and 6. Let w be the new vertex of T and d(w) the corresponding
d-coefficient. The parameters a(yl,n(T)) and R are adapted as fol-
lows, n(T) becomes ( nl'~~~'xp-2'rp'xp-1'~~" rt) and R becomes R-
dse(ws) f d(w)e(ws-1). The algorithm continues by making a pivot step
in (6.1) with ( zT(yp),1)T where yp is the new vertex of o on level
mtl. This concludes the description of case 2).

3) If p- t-~1 and Rw - 0 with ws - nt, then the facet of o(yl,n(T))
s

opposite vertex yttl líes in A(T`{w },T). The parameters T ands
o(yl,n(T)) are adapted as follows. T becomes T`{ws} and n(T) becomes

(nl'~~~'nt-1)' The algorithm continues by making a pivot step in

(6.1) with ( zT(ws),1)T. This concludes case 3) and furtliermore it

concludes the case that the facet of o(yl,n(T)) opposite vertex yp

lies in the boundary of A(T,T).
Now consider case b) that the facet of o(yl,n(T)) opposite ver-

tex yp does not lie in the boundary of A(T,T). In this case a(yl, ~r(T))

and R are adapted according to table 2. All other parameters do not

change and the algorithm continues by making a pivot step in (6.1) with

(zT(y),1)T, where y is the new vertex of a on level mfl. This concludes

case C.

Case D. The vertex xs -(yp,mfl) is the only vertex of ,~Y on level mtl.
In this case we have T-~, t- 0, and p- 1. We will first consider the
case that m~ 1. The (n-u)-simplex T(wl,w) is a complete simplex on
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level m of Gm(y,j0). We have to determine the unique (n-u)-simplex
r(wl,m) in G~1(Y,jO) and the set T c{~1~~,~~~ } , ~T~ - n-u, suchn-ui-1
that r(wl,w) lies in r(wl,w) and r- o(yl,n(T)) lies in A(T,r). This is
accomplished as follows. The vertex wi is gíven by

wl - ~(U) f Eh la(wh)dm19y(wh)

- v(U) t Eh-1(a(wh)km-1)dmllqy(wh) .

Let a(wh) be the entier of a(wh)k~l, for
x E IIt, is the largest integer less than or
fies the condition 0 c a(j,kt(j)) c ... c

all h, where entier of x,
equal to x, then a(.) satis-
aíj.ki) c a(ZO) c d~l - 1,

for all j E IN. Let wl be given by wl - v(U) f
then W1 lies in A(y,j0), Let x be an

n-u - -1 y
~h-1 a(wh)dm-lq (wh).

interior point in r, then x will
also be an interior point in r. The vector x can be written as x-
n- u-E 1 h

~h-1 ~hw , with ah ~ 0, h- 1,...,n-ufl and E~~lah - 1. This can be
rewritten to

1 n-u , -1 yx - w i. Eh-l~hdm-lq (wh) (6.6)

where ah - 1' Ei-1~i' h- 1,...,n-u, so that ai ~~Z .., ~~n-u, This
gives

x- w t E ( a(w )k - a(w ) f 7~~)d-1 yh-1 h m-1 h h m-lq (wh)

~ wl } ~h~lb(wh)dm-1qY(wh) ~

According to (6.6) x is also given by x- wl f Eh-lshd~lqy(wh) for
B1 ~ s2 ~... ~ sn-u where w-(wl,...~~n-ufl) is given by wn-utl -
wn-~1 and

b(wl) ~ b(w2) ... ~ b(w~u) .

-1 n-u -1

Now we have determined the (n-u)-simplex r(wl,w) in G~1(y,j0), we still
have to determine the representation of r(wl~w) as a t-simplex
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v(yl,n(T)) in A(T,r). The set T is a subset of {wl,...,wn-~1} contai-
ning n-u elements, i .e. t- n-u. The centre point of T ís given by

n-ufl -1 -h -1 n-u - -1 y -c(T) ~ Eh-1 dhkm-lw s w t Eh-1 ahdm q(wh)

-1 n-u -1 y~ w f Eh-lahdm q (wh)

for certaín coefficients ( ah)h31 and ( ah)h-1' where ah - Ei-hf1 di and
ah ~ aR when wh a wR. Furthermore we have

wl - wl - Eh-1(a(wh) - a(wh)km-1)dm14Y(wh)

so that

wl - wl t (wl - wl)

- c(r) - E~lahdml4Y(wh) } Eh-1(a(wh) - a(wh)km-1)dm19Y(wh)

- c(T) f L~lc(wh)dm1qY(wh) (6.7)

where c(wh) - a(wh) - a(wh)k~l - ah, h- 1,...,n-u. Let c(wn-~1) be
equal to zero and c the minimum of c(wh), h- 1,...,n-utl, then
c(wh) - c~ 0 for all h. Observe that c ~ 0. The equation (6.7) can now

be expressed as

wl - c(r) ~- ghutl(c(wh) - ~)dm19Y(wh)

- c(r) t Eh-~1 c(wh)dm1qY(wh) .

Let s be the index given by

s- max{i E I~~llc(wi) - 0}

i.e. c(wsfl) ~ 0,....c(wn-utl) ~ 0, then T is given bY T-{wl,....ws-1'
w~l,...,wm ~1}, and the parameters of a(yl~n(T)) and R are given by
yl ~ wsfl~ ~(T) - (w~l....~wn-utl'wl,....ws-1) and
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R -
wh

c(wh) , h - 1,.. ,s

c(wh) - 1, h a stl,...,n-utl .

Observe that R is equal to zero. From the construction it is clear
ws

tha[ o(yl,n(T)) lies in A(T,T) and that a- t. Let s be the index such
that ws ~~s, then the algorithm continues by making a pivot step in

(6.1) with ( zT(ws),1)T. This concludes the case D for m~ 1.

In the case m- 1 we have found a complete (n-u)-simplex
1i(w ,w) in G1(Y,jO) on level one. In the case u- 0, the n-simplex T ts

the I-compiete n-simplex T(wl,w) in G(Y) with yh - yh, h~ j0, and

j0 ~0
Yj -((j0'k0 )'~~~'(j0'kt(j )-1))~ The algorithm now continues with the

0 0
steps of the product-ray algorithm starting in step 4 by performing a

j
pivot step with (eT(p),0)T, p-(j0,kt~j )), in the system (3.1) as des-

0
críbed in section 3.

In the case u~ 0, i.e. U is nonempty, the (n-u)-simplex
1

T(w ,w) is a I`U-complete (t-1)-simplex 7 in S(U), where t- II`U~ -

1Vf1 -(N-F-n-u) - N-F1 - n-utl. The (t-1)-simplex T is a facet of the t-

simplex T(wi,w) in A(Y). The parameters of T are determíned as follows.
Let r be the index such that wr - Z0, then the vertex wl is given by

wl ~ ~(U) } ~~
utla(wh)d11qY(wh)

- ~} QY(ZO) }~~ufl~dl f a(mh)]d119Y(wh) f a(wr)d11qY(wr)
h~r

- v f dldll qy(ZO) }~h
utl~dl-a(wr)fa(wh)]d11qY(wh)

hf r

where qY(ZO) - p(ZO) - ~~ The vertex W 1 is now given by W 1 - w~l -
d11qY(ZO), the permutation ~ - (~1 „ ~,~~t) i s given by ~ - (Wr,~~~,

`~n-ufl'ml'~~~'wr-1) and the vector a i s given by a(wh) - dl - a(wr) t
a(wh) - 1. h- 1,...,r and a(wh) - dl - a(mr) f a(wh)~ h- r~-1,...,
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n-ufl. From the constructíon it is clear that r is the facet of T oppo-
site vertex wl and that T líes in A(y). Observe that the set Z is equal
to {wl'~~~'~r-1'~rfl'~~~'~n-u~l}' containing t-1 elements. The algorithm
now continues with the steps of the product-ray algorithm starting in
step 1 by performing a pivot step wíth (zT(wl),1)Tin the system (3.1) as

described in section 3. This concludes case D for m- 1.

The cases above describe the steps of the algorithm to follow a

path of complete simplices in S x[l,m) to solve the nonlinear comple-
mentarity problem on S with respect to a continuous function from S into
R~n. The algorithm can easily be adapted to follow a path of approxima-

ting solutions with respect to a continuous function z from S x[1,W)

into RN}n where t, t~ 1, can be interpreted as a time parameter. In
this case we can apply the algorithm for a constant grid size on each
level by taking 1~ equal to one for m- 1,2,... .
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